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1. Mr. Rigot, President of the Council, opened the meeting and welcomed the 
participants with the following words: 

"It is a pleasure for me, on behalf of UPOV, to welcome you to this con
certed meeting between international non-governmental organizations of breed
ers and our Union. 

I bid you welcome to this House. May you feel at least a little at home 
here during the time our debates will last. 

Through yourselves, it is with the whole of the profession that you re
present that we will be reflecting on our problems for the next two days. 

I will therefore express the hope that our dialogue may be realistic, ef
fective and dynamic. 

To support the creative genius of those who produce better varieties, 
more resistant to disease ana to the uncertainties of the weather, to endeavor 
to reward the efforts and investments made by the breeders and to prevent them 
being deprived of the fruit of their work, such is indeed the task that UPOV 
carries out within the limits of the Paris Convention, through the good of
fices of the authorities of those seventeen States that have so far subscribed 
to this charter for progress and solidarity. 

To devise means of incredsing yield is indeed to augment the production 
of agriculture and of food, to promote productivity and, above all, to push 
back the frontiers of hunger and malnutrition in our unbalanced world. 

Seventeen nations across five continents therefore subscribe today to 
this ideal, constituting, I would hope, but the vanguard of a movement that is 
destined to attract many other countries sharing by the same practical, human 
and scientific preoccupations and concerns. 

If we make an exception of those few States that are indeed able to pro
tect all genera and species, some 900 taxa, among food, ornamental and fores
try plants alike, are in fact protected and close on 10,000 varieties through
out the world have been given a title of protection. 
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Such is the present record of a Union that is to celebrate in three years' 
time the twenty-fifth anniversary of its basic charter, the 1961 Paris Conven
tion. There exists a marked interest in our activities and their repercus
sions in a great number of countries~ There exist a few fierce enemies of 
protection in general and of UPOV in particular~ Need I say more to demon
strate the strong impact of our Union throughout the world? 

However, as the Union grows, develops and 
others are amplified, and at the same time the 
more complex. Associations are indeed· like men; 
extended and improved, the more the immensity 
measured. 

extends, new problems arise, 
search for solutions becomes 

the more their knowledge is 
of their ignorance can be 

The more varieties there are, the more chances there will be, in princi
ple, to go forward and to satisfy genuine needs, both of the creators and of 
the users, the more there will be chances to meet the objectives that have 
been laid down in advance. But also, the more these varieties come closer to 
each other, resemble each other, the more they are likely to be confused, if 
not by the creators, then by the users at least. Do these differences, these 
distances that are shrinking, therefore not constitute a danger? Let us re
flect on this and avoid compromising the future. 

Biotechnology and genetic manipulations open up, it would seem, bright 
prospects~ Many believe so~ What if they are not altogether right? By keep
ing an adequate margin of flexibility, we would have more likelihood of main
taining our control over events. To be capable of limiting one's ambition is 
a form of wisdom! Or perhaps it is simply realistic thinking. 

The more protected varieties there are, the more there will be denomina
tions to be registered, and therefore possible similarity and probable confu
sion. Another problem here~ I am aware that everyone has his own point of 
view and perhaps even his own solution that is perfectly applicable to his 
sector of activity. However, should we see the problem as a whole or should 
we study it sector by sector? Here again, imagination, common sense and a 
concern for the general interest should be present in our debates. 

True international cooperation in the examination of varieties is an 
achievement that everyone ardently hopes for. It can indeed permit time, 
money, effort and both material and intellectual investment to be saved. Both 
breeders and users will find a profit. It is therefore in everybody's 
interests. 

Such cooperation can assist the least favored in obtaining the advantages 
of protection and allow them to enjoy its beneficial effects. To cooperate is 
to carry out a work of solidarity, solidarity that should above all reach the 
least favored. However, cooperation cannot be achieved unless rules are laid 
down, rules that will possibly require sacrifices of some of us. This is the 
price to be paid for a compromise based on general consensus. 

The members of UPOV have their own ideas on all these problems and some 
of them have solutions. However, our Union hopes to arrive at conclusions 
that can be accepted by all or at least by the majority. In the last count, 
it is indeed the breeders who are the most directly affected by UPOV's activi
ties and decisions. 

To dialogue means primarily to guarantee reciprocal, mutual information, 
to identify the approaches to be adopted, to arrive at a convergence that will 
enable UPOV to draw up, within the limits of the Convention, solutions meeting 
with the approval of the majority of breeders whilst also complying with the 
general interest. we therefore await your arguments, your proposals and your 
technical reasons, since it is basically of technology that we will speak to 
you. 

Thus I have, I believe, explained and identified the content, the means, 
the purposes and the objectives of this concerted meeting. 

I have already referred to the future and to the necessary dynamism of 
UPOV. The future is of concern to us for more than one reason. UPOV's mis
sion is not only to administer the present but also to look forward. The 1982 
Symposium devoted to genetic manipulations, amongst other things was one proof 
of that, and the forthcoming Symposium, in 1984, will provide yet another 
token of this concern. 
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Biotechnology, an extraordinary science still in its experimental stage, 
nevertheless constitutes an important stake in science and economy. It is a 
whole set of techniques utilizing microorganisms and other biological agents 
to program cells for a given production or to modify the genetic heritage, 
with all the implications one may imagine in respect of varieties. The breed
er's work has always, at least until now, merged with the outcome of his work, 
that is to say a new variety. There is now a risk, however, of this new 
science causing a clear distinction to be made between a technique that is em
ployed, as yet to be developed perhaps, for which there may be many uses, on 
the one hand, and the results of the work, a new plant, on the other. This 
now brings us back to breeder's rights, patents and the distinctness of varie
ties. To be sure, the world is changing~ Naturally, we should not allow 
these prospects to become a complex or an obsession. we should quite simply 
be aware and look forward, we should not imprison ourselves within restrictive 
solutions but, on the contrary, we should leave wide open a window looking out 
towards the future. 

Nothing is indeed definitive or unchangeable in biology; progress, 
developments arrive to change the course of things and to lay down new laws. 

This is why UPOV wishes to cooperate, to collaborate with the organiza
tions you represent and which should be called upon to make proposals. 

Indeed, our long-term aim remains, of course, the full harmonization of 
laws, systems and protection authorities in all the States so that one day a 
procedure can be achieved under which there will be a single application, a 
single examination and a single title of protection for a number of States. 

We still have a long way to go. It will not seem as long if we have your 
company! 

As you will have seen in document IOM/I/2, which I believe you have, the 
debates will be presided over by the two Chairmen of the UPOV Committees, 
firstly by Mr. Elena, Chairman of the Technical Committee, as regards Item 2 
"Minimum Distances Between Varieties," and by Mr. Heuver, Chairman of the Ad
ministrative and Legal Committee, for Items 3 and 4 "International 
Cooperation" and "Variety Denominations." 

Mr. Rigot asked Mr. Elena to take the Chair for the debates. 

MINIMUM DISTANCES BETWEEN VARIETIES 

2. Mr. Elena (Chairman of the Technical Committee) said that it was a plea
sure for him to act as Chairman for item 2 of the agenda, which concerned the 
subject of minimum distances between varieties, one of the most important 
questions facing the plant variety protection offices of the UPOV member 
States and a matter of great importance to breeders. 

He drew the attention of the meeting to document IOM/I/3, prepared by the 
UPOV secretariat, which contained a restatement of technical rules adopted in 
UPOV that were of importance when minimum distances between varieties were 
determined. Comments had been received from five international organiza
tions. Those comments had been reproduced in documents IOM/I/6 to 10. 
Mr. Elena invited Dr. Mast, Vice Secretary-General, to introduce document 
IOM/I/3. 

3. Dr. Mast commented on document IOM/I/3, concerning "minimum distances be
tween varieties," sent on May 4. He explained that the term "minimum dis
tances between varieties" had been coined in respect of the difference that a 
variety must demonstrate in respect of any other generally known variety in 
oraer for that new variety to qualify for the granting of plant breeders' 
rights. The matter was in no way new since it had played an important part 
from the very beginning of the preparatory work on the UPOV Convention and in
deea the term itself was also not new. A whole series of circumstances had 
meant that the matter of minii.tum distances between varieties had nevertheless 
become one of greater current interest over the last few years. Dr. Mast 
listed those circumstances that had led to this renewal of interest. He re
ferrea firstly to the well-known difficulties that had arisen in respect of 
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those varieties where frequent mutations occurred or where mutations could be 
induced without great difficulty. He subsequently referred to the frequently 
discussed question of whether characteristics obtained by the use of electro
phoresis or other sophisticated means should be made use of in testing for 
distinctness, homogeneity and stability. Thirdly, he pointed out that UPOV 
was continuously working on the revision of Test Guidelines and that, in that 
context, the question unavoidably arose whether further characteristics should 
be included to broaden the scope of the Test Guidelines. The question immed
iately arose of the status of minimum distances. Dr. Mast further explained 
that breeders frequently used the same or similar initial material and there
fore varieties, particularly those that were successful on the market, came 
very close to each other and it was consequently difficult on occasion to dis
tinguish between them. Finally, Dr. Mast mentioned the fear that new techni
cal processes could make it too easy to breed into a successful variety new 
characteristics of little economic or cultivation significance so that the 
outcome of the breeding process would be a new variety that was sufficiently 
distinct from the successful variety and did not therefore come within the 
scope of protection of that variety. In such way, the protection granted to 
the successful variety, it was feared, could be undermined to the detriment of 
the breeder without any genuine contribution having been made for the general 
interest on the other hand. These questions had finally led to the suggestion 
from among the professional organizations that the question of minimum dis
tances should be the subject of discussions with them. 

The Office of the Union had therefore initially made reference in docu
ment IOM/I/3 to the basic provisions of the Convention that dealt with the 
matter in great detail. Article 6(1) (a) of the Convention contained a basic 
rule that in order to qualify for protection a variety had to be distinguish
able by one or more important characteristics from any other variety whose 
existence was a matter of common knowledge at the time protection was applied 
for. Document IOM/I/3 described in detail how the terms "important character
istic" and "clearly" had been interpreted. He did not wish to repeat those 
explanations in every case but felt that a reference to the interpretation of 
the term "important" was called for. When drafting the Convention and shortly 
after its entry into force, the term "important" had been understood in a 
functional sense. However, UPOV had subsequently come to the conclusion that 
"important" was to be interpreted as "important for distinctness." It was 
probably also worth mentioning that UPOV had adopted a series of guidelines 
and principles in the past years in which various principles of interpretation 
had been laid down. Dr. Mast referred in that case to the UPOV Test Guide
lines with their tables of characteristics, in which, however, the character
istics of significance for testing were not exhaustively listed and each State 
had the possibility of further supplementing the tables. Certain of those 
Test Guidelines also contained recommendations on various questions of inter
pretation as for instance the Test Guidelines for maize referred to in docu
ment IOM/I/3. A particularly important document for obtaining clarification 
as to what could be deemed a minimum distance between two varieties was con
stituted by the General Introduction to the UPOV Test Guidelines. That con
tained a number of references for the interpretation of the term "distinct
ness." Document IOM/I/3, finally, also referred to a number of recent deci
sions by the Technical Committee. That Committee had said, for instance, that 
a distinction had to be made between character is tics that could be used for 
identifying a variety and such characteristics as were important for the dis
tinguishing of a variety. 

4. Mr. Elena, in thanking Dr. Mast for his introduction, congratulated the 
secretariat on the drafting of document IOM/I/3 and said that it could serve 
as a valuable basis for the discussion. 

He then invited the representatives of the organizations to speak to 
their comments on the subject of minimum distances between varieties. Noting 
that he proposed to follow the numerical sequence of the documents, Mr. Elena 
asked the representative of the International Community of Breeders of 
Asexually Reproduced Fruit Tree and Ornamental Varieties (CIOPORA) to intro
duce the relevant part of document IOM/I/6. 

5. Mr. Royon (CIOPORA) noted that a fairly recent letter from his Associa
tion, dealing solely with the problems of minimum distances, had not yet 
reached the UPOV Secretariat. It in fact concerned the conclusions at which 
the select committee set up by his Association had arrived. Mr. Royon read 
out the letter: 
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"(a) It is necessary to increase the "minimum distances" beyond which a 
variety may be recognized as new in relation to varieties that are a matter of 
"common knowledge" and therefore as protectable. 

"(b) The minimum level of differentiation between the varieties, how
ever, should be laid down species by species, taking into account the special 
features of each. It would be eminently desirable that when establishing 
these varying levels of differentiation, the government experts should consult 
the professional experts in order to take account of their practical 
experience. 

"(c) Differentiation between varieties should, in most cases, be pos
sible "visually" without the need to use sophisticated techniques whose use 
should be restricted to identifying varieties. 

"However, to allow for the development of techniques and of science, 
CIOPORA feels that the criterion of "visual" determination of minimum dis
tances could prove inadequate, particularly in the case of differences that 
concern solely physiological characteristics. 

"On the other hand, in the case of varieties that are morphologically 
identical or very close, but physiologically distinct, measures should be pro
vided to determine any possible abuse of rights. 

"CIOPORA considers that the difficulties raised by this problem consti
tute a further argument to support its view that breeder's rights need to be 
extended to the finished product on the market. 

"(d) As regards mutations, CIOPORA considers that the requirement in 
examination of greater minimum distances between varieties should make it pos
sible to eliminate the parasitic competition of "mini-variations" for which at 
the present time (particularly for certain species such as begonia, African 
violet, kalanchoe, pelargonium, etc.) abusive applications for protection are 
made to the detriment of varieties from which they have been derived. 

"Moreover, by giving greater value to a title of protection, such a mea
sure would also comfort, if not satisfy entirely, those of the breeders who 
would also wish to obtain a droit de suite in all mutations of their var ie
ties, even where such mutations are sufficiently distinct to be protectable." 

Mr. Rayon said that he was willing to explain each of those points during 
the debates. 

6. Mr. Elena invited the representative of the Association of Plant Breeders 
of the European Economic Community (COMASSO) to introduce the relevant part of 
document IOM/I/7. 

7. Mr. Winter (COMASSO) noted that the position of COMASSO did not differ 
essentially from that of ASSI~SEL, the worldwide organization of plant breed
ers. However, COMASSO did wish that a number of specifically European aspects 
be included in the discussion. Mr. Winter refer red in that context to the 
following items. It had to be realized that breeders' rights did not consti
tute simply an abstract structure but that they had an economic background. A 
plant breeder used his rights as an aid in achieving compensation for his cre
ative activities and in order, in that way, to put new varieties on the market 
and also to have the necessary funds for further breeding activities. Docu
ment IOM/I/3 constituted a very good presentation of overall developments 
since the coming into being of UPOV. He wished in that connection to point 
out that the breeder's obligation to work continuously towards innovation and 
to promote development led to an area of tension as shown by the document. 
That was quite normal. He wished to utter a warning in that respect against 
an attempt to resolve this area of tension through recommendations or guide
line measures of a comprehensive nature which would not leave room for con
siderations amounting to the fact that different reflections could indeed be 
devoted to different species. Within COMASSO it was to be noted that it had 
not been possible to achieve a unified position among the representatives of 
the various species on the question of closer minimum distances. In the cer
eals and fodder area, the breeders were very satisfied at the prospect of the 
possibility of having yet closer distances between individual varieties to 
take account of innovative endeavors. As far as vegetable breeders were con
cerned, exactly the opposite was the case. As had already been mentioned, 
CIOPORA had had the same thoughts. It was therefore not possible for the 
problems to be resolved in a general way. 
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A quite specific aspect resulted from the fact that within the European 
legal territory the exercise of breeders' rights was subject to rules of pub
lic law. Rights were equally conditional on the application of public law 
provisions. The European Communities had issued directives on trade in seed. 
In the case of species of agr1cultural plants, for example, the requirement of 
value for cultivation and use had been introduced as a prerequisite for ap
proval for trade in seed within the EEC. It was often very difficult to step 
over this threshold. It also meant, however, that the danger of having too 
many varieties due to the distances between varieties being too small was to 
some extent regulated by the requirements of value for cultivation and use. 

He wished to make a number of brief comments on the various i terns. 
COMASSO was of the opinion that the current interpretation of the term "impor
tant characteristic" should be maintained~ it should not be understood func
tionally, but should mean "important for distinctness." It was of the utmost 
importance to be able to use additional characteristics to determine distinct
ness without the interference or obstruction of cumbersome administration. It 
was to be noted that document IOM/I/3 also maae a clear distinction between 
testing methods and identification methods. A method that could be used to 
identify a variety and that had already reached a certain degree of maturity 
in that connection could not be directly adopted for assessing distinctness~ 
he wished to mention the example of electrophoresis. 

Finally, he wished to repeat the appeal he had made at the beginning of 
his remarks. In any event, the relation of the question to the specific spe
cies should be placed in the forefront of discussions and an effort should be 
made to avoid a perfectionistic solution that covered all eventualities but 
did not take account of the particularities of the individual points. 

8. Mr. Elena invited the representative of the International Federation of 
the Seed Trade (FIS) to introduce the relevant part of document IOM/I/8. 

9. Dr. Loden (FIS) said that the position of FIS was that no change was 
wanted in the interpretation of the word "important" agreed upon at the 1978 
Diplomatic Conference. The decision then had been that the word "important" 
meant "important for distinguishing one variety from another." FIS had notic
ed from document IOM/I/3 that the Technical Committee had supplemented that 
definition. FIS wished to raise two questions in that regard. First, it 
wished to question how a Technical Committee could take decisions that would 
in effect change the interpretation agreed upon at the Diplomatic Conference, 
or even how any organ of UPOV could take such a decision. It appeared to FIS 
that the supplementation of the definition of "important" by the Technical 
Committee was a means of trying to quantify the word "important". Those of 
the participants who had been involved in the discussions for years preceding 
1978, on that occasion, and since, knew that it had been agreed that it was 
impossible to quantify the word "important". Secondly, FIS wished to question 
how, in the light of the 1978 decision, certain characters could be used for 
identification and yet not to establish distinctness. 

10. Mr. Elena invited the representative of the International Association of 
Plant Breeders for the Protection of Plant Varieties (ASSINSEL) to introduce 
the relevant part of document IO~l/I/9. 

11. Dr. Mastenbroek (ASSINSEL) said that it was apparent to everyone present 
that the matter under discussion was a very difficult one. That was demon
strated by the time and energy devoted to it within UPOV and within ASSINSEL. 
The fact that breeders within ASSINSEL were not of a common opinion was not a 
matter for secrecy. It was not surprising, in his view, given that ASSINSEL'S 
membership included breeders of potatoes, cereals, maize, grasses, and vegeta
bles, breeders working with vegetatively propagated, self-pollinated and cross
pollinated crops. ASSINSEL was of the opinion that it was virtually impossi
ble to devise a general rule for all crops, varying in their nature of propa
gation as they were. Therefore, the position of ASSINSEL was that the problem 
should be tackled species by species. 

Dr. Mastenbroek noted that some members were satisfied with the present 
situation, while others were prepared to accept smaller distances between 
varieties. All were convinced that for several species (e.g. grasses, flax, 
onions, but not potatoes) there was an urgent need for new characteristics by 
which to distinguish varieties. ASSINSEL would appreciate new characteristics 
rather than smaller distances between existing characteristics. It therefore 
requested the competent authorities to make funds and people available to max
imize the search for new distinguishing characters. 
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12. Mr. Elena invited the representative of the International Association of 
Horticultural Producers (AIPH) to introduce the relevant part of document 
IOM/I/10. 

13. Mr. Slocock (AIPH) said that he wished to refer delegates to the second 
page of document IOM/I/10 and to identify some more or less simple points made 
there. He had been encouraged by the fact that other speakers, perhaps not 
all, had agreed with AIPH 's requirement for larger minimum distances rather 
than smaller ones. AIPH felt that it was important for the currency and the 
authority of plant breeders' rights that new varieties could be readily seen 
to be new. It would not encourage--and perhaps in that respect it would not 
agree with the last speaker--searching for new characteristics by which to 
identify new varieties. New varieties in the view of AIPH should be clearly 
new varieties. It was therefore important that the authorities responsible 
for granting breeders' rights should always be the determining authority for 
deciding whether a new variety was sufficiently distinguishable. In that 
respect AIPH regretted the change made to the Convention in 1978 when the 
words "morphological characteristics" and "physiological characteristics" were 
removed. Everyone was well aware of the more sophisticated techniques that 
were available--and of the fact that still more would become available--to 
distinguish new varieties, but morphology was an old and respected science and 
AIPH considered it important, certainly in the field of ornamental plants, 
that morphology as well as physiology be respected. Finally, AIPH wished to 
make a point about the status of mutants. Mutants were an increasing source 
of new varieties, but the obvious fact that mutants tended to occur in varie
ties and species that were lacking in homogeneity and stability should not be 
forgotten. AIPH thought that it was important, in view of the practical im
plications, that stability be made a prerequisite of the granting of plant 
breeders' rights. Mr. Slocock concluded by noting that AIPH had made a speci
fic reference to the problem that could arise if new varieties were insuffi
ciently stable, in particular in relation to Article 10 of the Convention. 

14. Mr. Elena invited representatives of the other organizations present to 
make a general statement on minimum distances if they so wished. 

15. Dr. von Pechmann (International Association for the Protection of Indus
trial Property (AIPPI)) began by making a few comments on the structure and 
activities of the organization he was representing. He then remarked that in 
connection with the matter in hand he had noted from preparatory document 
IOM/I/3 that the meeting was not to discuss legal matters. His view was, how
ever, that it would be unavoidable to take into account the legal implications 
of the minimum distances between varieties which were to be discussed. Plant 
breeders' rights constituted industrial property rights. They were comparable 
to patent rights. They gave an exclusive right. Just as in the case of pat
ents, the legal philosophy behind them was based on the conception of a reward, 
on the one hand, and an incentive, on the other, that was provided by such 
protection. 

One of the most important differences between patent protection and vari
ety protection was indeed that there existed no dependency. Consequently, the 
Office granting variety protection could also exert influence on the extent of 
protection, which was not the case in the award of patent rights, since in all 
countries throughout the world the matter of the extent of protection of a 
patent was clarified by the courts in infringement proceedings. In the case 
of variety protection, the grant of protection for a new variety restricted 
the scope of protection for the parent plant or the original plant since the 
award of rights indeed excluded dependency. Consequently, the AIPPI was of 
the opinion that one could not avoid the question of what was truly to consti
tute an important characteristic when applied to protection under those rights. 

ASSINSEL had again clearly stated in its comments that at the time the 
Union was established and the Convention was drawn up, the term "important 
characteristic" had been understood as a characteristic that had to be of im
portance for the type of use for which the variety was commercially marketed. 
That meant, therefore, that account had to be taken of the fact that the term 
"important characteristic" could not be seen unorganically in the context of 
protection, but had to be brought into relation with the effects deployed by 
variety protection, that is to say interpreted as meaning "a characteristic 
important for the economic value of the variety." He believed that the prob
lems that had arisen could perhaps be solved more satisfactorily in that way. 
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16. Mr. Elena invited the Vice Secretary-General to comment on 
Dr. von Pechmann's reference to the legal aspects of the question of minimum 
distances between varieties. 

17. Dr. Mast admitted that, indeed, it had been said in the invitation to the 
meeting and in the preparatory documents that only technical aspects were to 
be discussed and not legal questions. It had been UPOV' s intention to keep 
the number of matters to be discussed within tight limits. This did not, how
ever, exclude touching upon legal aspects of the various items for discussion 
where these were closely linked to the technical aspects of the same question. 

Dr. von Pechmann had referred to a very important legal aspect of the 
question, namely the link between minimum distances between varieties and the 
scope of protection. The preparatory documents had dealt primarily with as
sessment of the minimum distances between varieties as part of the process for 
granting breeders' rights. The question was how big the distance between two 
varieties had to be to enable protection to be granted to the second variety. 
Dr. von Pechmann had quite rightly observed that the determination of minimum 
distances between varieties for this purpose had direct effects on the scope 
of protection of the first variety, namely the question of how far the protec
tion afforded to the first variety extended. It must indeed be realized that 
under plant breeders' rights the scope of protection of one variety reached 
its limit at that point where protection could be granted for a second variety. 
This was a consequence of the basic rule in the UPOV Convention, which depart
ed from patent law, according to which anyone may use a variety, including a 
protected variety, to develop a further variety free of cost and that the ma
terial of this further variety could also be freely marketed on a commercial 
basis. As soon as anyone has further developed a protected variety into a new 
variety which may be distinguished from the first mentioned variety, he could 
obtain protection for the new variety and could freely market the material of 
the new variety. At the point where the new variety "began," protection for 
the first variety had therefore logically to end. 

18. Dr. Troost (AIPH) said that he did not wish to add to the statement al
ready made by the Vice-Chairman of AIPH' s Committee for the Protection of 
Plant Breeders' Rights, Mr. Slocock, but, having listened to the words of 
Dr. von Pechmann, he would like to introduce what might be a clearly distin
guishable standpoint. In the patent field, an owner of a new patent that was 
based on the use of part of an older patent (a dependent patent) had to pay 
some tribute to the owner of the former patent. In the plant breeders' rights 
field, if it were decided that minimum distances could be smaller, then it 
might also be necessary to introduce the idea of dependent breeders' rights. 

19. Mr. Elena said that, before opening the general discussion, he would like 
to express the hope that the organizations would make the fullest use of the 
opportunity to make their views known. The meeting was, of course, in the 
nature of a hearing and it might not be possible for representatives of member 
States to answer or react immediately. However, he wished to assure the or
ganizations that their views would be given full consideration by the experts 
in the various committees of UPOV. 

Mr. Elena believed that it was clear from the papers submitted and from 
the statements made that the question of minimum distances gave rise to dif
fering reactions according to the species involved. He suggested that it 
would help the discussion of such a complex question if some broad groupings 
of species could be defined. There were many ways in which that could be done. 
He would suggest that the best way for the current purpose would be to divide 
the species into two main groupsi first, the vegetatively propagated species, 
and secondly, the sexually reproduced species. The second group could be sub
divided into self-fertilized and cross-fertilized species. 

20. Mr. Royon said that he would like, before a detailed discussion began, to 
strongly second Dr. von Pechmann's remark that it was difficult and nearly im
possible to separate the technical aspects of the subject from its legal 
aspects. 

Mr. Royon went on to say that he would like to try to explain why legal 
aspects were pervading the whole matter. CIOPORA believed that the prelimi
nary examination of a new variety was very closely related to the scope of the 
breeder's right and to the eventual possibility for the breeder to fight for 
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his rights in infringement proceedings. If the m1n1mum distances were made 
larger, then it would be easier for the breeder to have a court decide that, 
for example, a grower marketing a variety that was too close to his variety 
was infringing his rights. The problem was whether infringement should be 
considered as the production and marketing of the protected variety or whether 
infringement was also producing and marketing a variety that was too close to 
the protected variety. For CIOPORA, it was the second solution that should 
prevail. The Colloquium organized by CIOPORA in 1982 on the subject of "Pre
liminary Examination and Infringement" had already provided an opportunity to 
show how closely related the two notions could be. As in the fields of patent 
and trademark infringement, the notion of infringement of plant breeders' 
rights should be decided and assessed according to the resemblance between two 
varieties rather than according to the sometimes very minute differences that 
might exist between them. In the opinion of CIOPORA, that concept might 
solve, or at least partly resolve, the difficulties being met by some breeders 
as a result of mutations or the so-called "mini-variations" between varieties. 

21. Dr. Leenders (ASSINSEL) said that he wished to refer to Mr. Elena's pro
posal to group the species in a certain way for the purposes of the general 
discussion. Dr. Leenders said that he had noted that colleagues from the 
ornamental sector would favor somewhat larger distances. Mr. Slocock, for in
stance, had said that it should be possible to see the difference between two 
varieties and that it should not be necessary to use sophisticated methods to 
establish that difference. Dr. Leenders remarked that he had much understand
ing for that point of view. In the ornamental sector it was what one saw that 
was important; to distinguish between two otherwise identical varieties by 
electrophoresis would not seem to him to be very useful or productive. In the 
agricultural and horticultural (vegetable) sectors, the situation was differ
ent. The wish to use small differences existed there because the main factor, 
which was yield, was not a characteristic that could be used to distinguish 
between varieties. Dr. Leenders believed, therefore, that it would help the 
discussion more if the distinction between the ornamental sector and the other 
sectors were recognized. 

22. Mr. Elena, remarking that ornamental plants constituted one of the main 
groups in the vegetatively propagated species, suggested that it might help to 
clarify matters if an expert from the Office of one of the UPOV member States 
could present some concrete cases. 

23. Mrs. Loscher (Federal Republic of Germany) said that she was happy to 
take the opportunity to describe in what way and according to which methods 
ornamental plants were examined. She showed a number of slides and commented 
on them in each case. 

24. Mr. Elena thanked Mrs. Loscher for her colorful explanations regarding 
characteristics, distances and mutations. 

25. Dr. Baringer (Federal Republic of Germany) observed that the slides shown 
by Mrs. Loscher had indeed made it clear to everyone that, at least for orna
mental plants, the question whether a character is tic was to be laid down as 
important for distinctness only or for economic value only could not be an
swered that simply. The characteristics laid down in the UPOV Test Guidelines 
were frequently just as important for the distinctness as for the market value 
of the variety. If one made the experiment of looking at the young growth of 
a variety firstly from some distance and then again from close range, the im
pressions gained were different, and they would be from the point of view of 
the grower as from that of the variety examiner. Secondly, he felt that one 
of the observations made by Mrs. Loscher was very important, that was to say 
that characteristics that were not as yet contained in the examination guide
lines could be made use of where that proved necessary. In view of the in
creasingly economic aspects in breeding, characteristics could be laid down as 
important where they were significant for the growing qualities of the variety. 
Mrs. Loscher had demonstrated this in respect of the different economic areas 
and ecological areas in France in the case of pot chrysanthemums. That was 
also an aspect that one must bear in mind when reflecting on characteristics 
and their importance. 

26. Dr. von Pechmann stated that the comments made by the previous speaker 
and also the sliaes that had been shown had made it clear to everyone that the 
term "important characteristic" could not be assessed in the abstract but only 
in respect of the economic importance of the species concerned. It had also 
been said that account must be taken of the fact that a smaller or a bigger 
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distance to known varieties had to be respected depending on the specie~. 
That also seemed quite logical to him if it were remembered that the econom1c 
importance of the various species could also turn out quite differently if a 
differentiation were made. Il was therefore his opinion that in relation to 
the question of what was an important characteristic within the meaning of the 
Convention, the applicant should also advise the Office that a new variety re
presented special economic progress with respect to that small change. The 
question of the place where growing or breeding was carried out had also been 
mentioned in that context. It had been said that certain changes in location 
could frequently have a decisive influence. In a case of that kind the 
applicant should inform the Office of that circumstance since a minor 
character is tic could in such circumstances represent a quantitatively 
important characteristic for the economic importance. 

27. Dr. Lange (ASSINSEL) took a position as regards the view expressed by 
Dr. von Pechmann according to which the lack of the dependency principle in 
plant breeders' rights meant that the term "important" had to be interpreted 
differently than in the past. He did not share that view and gave the follow
ing grounds. The requirement of dependency within the meaning of patent law 
was that a more recent patent made use of essential inventive characteristics 
of an earlier patent and could not be carried out without making such use. 
However, where a new breeder's right was concerned this was not at all the 
case. Once a new variety had been created, it was no longer necessary to use 
the earlier variety. The development of a new variety through plant breeding 
meant that as soon as the new variety had once been created, the earlier vari
ety that had been incorporated became superfluous from that moment onwards. 
The economic pointlessness of reproducing the breeding process, that is to say 
further use of the previous variety, was inherent in plant breeding in the 
majority of cases, contrary to technical inventions. That therefore showed 
that the principle of dependency was not lacking under plant breeders' rights 
without good reason. Indeed, breeders did not want dependency, but desired to 
be free to use the variety for further breeding work. He therefore wished to 
utter an urgent warning against the proposal made by Dr. von Pechmann, to use 
the interpretation of the term "important characteristic" as meaning a 
character is tic that was important for the economic value of the variety, to 
compensate for the lack of the dependency principle under plant breeders' 
rights. 

28. Mr. Elena remarked that the point made by Dr. Lange was clearly taken in
to account in the wording of the Convention. 

29. Dr. Troost remarked that Mrs. Loscher had twice used the word improvement 
of a variety. He would be interested to know what the word "improvement" 
meant in that context. 

30. Mrs. Loscher said that she had used the word "improvement" as a result of 
the terminology that had been used in discussions with the breeders and with 
the growers. Where she had spoken of "improvement," it had concerned a dif
ferent variety which at the same time constituted an improvement for the mar
ket. She had wished to make it clear that a distinctness characteristic that 
was utilized could also quite well incorporate an improvement and that it was 
not always simply a question of competition or of undermining plant breeders' 
rights. 

31. Dr. von Pechmann replied to Dr. Lange's question by saying that problems 
could indeed arise in breeding due to the fact that no dependent right existed 
and that a new breeder could make use of a characteristic that was insignifi
cant for the economic value of the basic material in order to escape from the 
scope of protection of the first-mentioned breeder's right by obtaining vari
ety protection, whereby all the character is tics that had led to the first 
variety receiving protection had been maintained. What happened here could 
not happen in the case of a patent as a result of dependency. In that case 
the characteristics of the previous patent would be maintained and the addi
tional character is tics protected~ there would however be dependency. In the 
case of plant breeders' rights, the significant developments that had led to 
protection for the first variety would be maintained for the new variety and 
simply supplemented by additional characteristics, for example a small change 
in the leaf shape that was of subsidiary importance for the sale of the vari
ety concerned. In that way, the breeder of the first mentioned variety was in 
fact deprived of his reward and he had gained the impression that particularly 
in the case of breeders of ornamental plants, the term "important characteris
tic" had to be interpreted as a characteristic that was important for the 
quality of the variety concerned. 
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32. Mr. Winter continued the discussion by pointing to the dangers that could 
arise where the assessment of the characteristic and of the distinctness were 
made subject to the subjective assessment of the applicant breeder or where 
the authority awarding breeders' rights was given discretionary powers that 
lay outside its area of competence since it concerned the economic assessment 
of the new variety. That area was reserved for the breeder, under variety 
protection law, in his capacity as owner of the rights. It was within the 
breeder's own responsibility to see how he marketed his variety and whether he 
could market it. He wished therefore to warn against taking into considera
tion the subjective assessment of the breeder or of the examiner at the plant 
breeder's rights Office as a basis for discussion on a possible solution to 
the problem. 

33. Dr. Beringer feared that a complete misunderstanding was creeping in. No 
one wanted that at which Mr. Winter had hinted. What was wanted was the fol
lowing: UPOV-established characteristics irrespective of their economic rele
vance. In addition to that, it was a fact in the case of ornamental plants, 
however, that many of the established characteristics did indeed have a subse
quent economic consequence for the variety. In a theoretical discussion, it 
was very difficult to make this connection clear. The varieties would have to 
be looked at in field trials or in the greenhouse, where many of the problems 
would resolve themselves. 

34. Mr. Royon felt that it might be a suitable moment for him to inform UPOV 
that CIOPORA would welcome it if the government experts, when working out new 
measurements or new criteria for the definition of minimum distances between 
varieties, made no decisions without first contacting the associations repre
sented at the meeting. A permanent dialogue could then be established, spe
cies by species, and the associations could be given the possibility to ap
point two or three or more experts, expert breeders, to give their opinion and 
share their experience with the government experts. CIOPORA believed that in 
that way misunderstandings could be avoided and, perhaps any problems could be 
solved in a mutually satisfactory way. 

35. Dr. Mast, referring to the closing remark of Mr. Royon, mentioned that it 
had long been the practice for UPOV to submit all new or revised Test Guide
lines to all of the professional organizations for comment. The organizations 
were given ample time to make their comments. If any were made, the relevant 
Test Guidelines were reconsidered by the competent bodies of UPOV, namely the 
Technical working Parties and the Technical Committee, and all observations 
were then very conscientiously studied. Dr. Mast felt that he had to note 
that the number of comments received was sometimes disappointingly low. He 
said that he would appreciate it if the professional organizations would make 
better use of their opportunities and if any comments made could be sent to 
the Office of UPOV in time. 

36. Mr. Royon said that he would like to reply to the Vice Secretary
General's remarks. He fully agreed with Dr. Mast that it was sometimes very 
difficult to obtain comments on documents from breeder members of the associa
tions. He suspected, however, given the specific difficulty of the matter un
der discussion, that it would be much more effective if meetings could be ar
ranged at the testing sites, in the fields or greenhouses, between government 
experts and breeder experts. He believed that breeders were far more at ease 
in a greenhouse than in front of a piece of paper. 

37. Mr. Elena commented that Mr. Rayon's point was perhaps one that had to be 
dealt with at the national level. 

38. Mr. Hutin (France) wished firstly to state that the technical work car
ried out within UPOV was not removed from national reality in the States and 
that, indeed, they were often a simple synthesis of consultations that had 
been held at national level between professional and government experts. He 
believed that, in other cases, involving bilateral cooperation agreements, 
there was also a standing concern to involve the breeders having varieties un
der study in the examination which could be carried out in another country. 
This desire existed in all the member countries of UPOV, despite what was felt 
by some, even though the decision-taking procedures adopted involved private 
experts in some cases and did not in other cases. Mr. Hutin noted that, in 
any event, in all the member countries of UPOV, breeders' associations were 
able to give their comments and thus influence the development of policy in 
that field. 
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Furthermore, he wished to say, following the preceding discussion, which 
had seemed to him to introduce, as emphasized by Dr. Bi::ir inger, a certain de
gree of confusion, that the technical studies were not detached from the gen
eral policy on protection. The concern of protection was to defend and to 
protect the breeders' rights. Underlying all such work was a concern, on the 
part of the government ~xperts, firstly to ensure that what they were going to 
protect did in fact constitute breeding work, without judging whether it was 
better or worse, and seconaly that the work could be defended once it had been 
recognized. An effort should likewise be made to make the system more moral 
in that it did not promote 'plagiarism', that is to say breeding work carried 
out solely to 'plagiarize' ana thus get around existing rights. Mr. Hut in 
believed that those were the principles and that if the characteristics used 
in practise additionally had an agronomic or commercial value, it was but a 
coincidence. It was in no case a fundamental element of the system. 

39. Dr. Mast said that meetings with breeders did take place within UPOV and 
in the UPOV member States, and not only at the national level. He remembered 
having heard that Mrs. Loscher had conducted a meeting last year in the Feder
al Republic of Germany, concerning Elatior Begonia. Representatives of the 
trade and breeders had been invited to that meeting, representatives not only 
from the Federal Republic of Germany but also from other countries for which 
the authorities of the Federal Republic of Germany did the testing work. so 
contacts existed, and they would continue to exist in the future. 

40. Dr. Leenders agreed that such contacts were valuable for all sections. 
In connection with the difficulty of getting comments from the breeders on 
Test Guidelines, ASSINSEL had advised UPOV that it would be helpful if it 
could be informed of the reaction of the UPOV experts to the comments made. 
He recognized that this was difficult and knew that the meetings sometimes 
took place some considerable time after the comments had been sent in. He was 
confronted, however, with the problem that it was rather discouraging for mem
bers who had submitted comments to find out afterwards that they did not 
achieve very much. That might be quite reasonable because one did not always 
achieve what one proposed, but sometimes breeders would like to know why cer
tain suggestions were not followed. Dr. Leenders said, in conclusion that he 
would like to make a plea that contacts similar to those established in re
spect of Begonias should also be established for some of the crops bred by 
members of ASSINSEL. 

41. Dr. Mast commented that Dr. Leenders was right in saying that somebody 
who had made an essential remark should receive an answer. The difficulty lay 
in the fact that decisions were sometimes taken by the competent UPOV authori
ties a very long time after the request had been made. The procedure for 
adopting the Test Guidelines was indeed very slow. Dr. Mast assured 
Dr. Leenders that he had understood his request and had taken note of it. 

42. Mr. Bartholomae (AIPH) posed the question in that connection as to how 
far the formulation of Test Guidelines had an influence on protection and thus 
also on the distances for variety protection. As far as he could see, the 
Test Guidelines were not necessarily a yardstick whose characteristics could 
be used to assess what was new or not and what represented an important char
acteristic or not. The Test Guidelines referred indeed only to what was to be 
tested and to what was laid down for the test. Where a breeder referred to a 
further characteristic that was not included in the Test Guidelines such char
acter is tic must also be included in the test and an assessment made as to 
whether it was important for distinctness. The formulation of the Test Guide
lines was therefore simply an aid to guiding the test somewhat. The Offices 
could probably not avoid, however, testing the variety in respect of a further 
characteristic. He would like to see it clearly set out that Test Guidelines 
were not exhaustive and Old not lay down all characteristics once and for all. 

43. Mr. Elena said that he believed that the list of characteristics included 
in the Test Guidelines was not fixed for all time. He invited Mrs. Li::ischer to 
clarify the situation regaraing ornamentals. 

44. tv1rs. Li::ischer confirmed that Test Guidelines were not frozen; they could 
be extended. They could also be reduced. The Test Guidelines, as laid down 
tor each species were basically decisive for the test, however the general in
troduction to those Test Guidelines was also to be taken into account. Basi
cally, the character is tics were fixed. It was only when new aspects arose 
that further characteristics could be needed for distinctness or where a char
acteristic was particularly emphasized by an applicant was it possible to ex
tend the scope of the test. 
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45. Mr. Simon (France) felt that the last statements that had been made were 
important. It was his view, on reading the Test Guidelines, that there exist
ed an ambiguity which should probably be clarified. For some, they constitut
ed lists of characteristics d~fining the rules of distinctness between varie
ties in order to arrive at a concept of novelty. For others, they were simply 
a methodology that had been set up by the experts and by UPOV for the purpose 
of describing varieties. Those two concepts were therefore different. 
Mr. Simon was not sure that all the Test Guidelines had been formulated for 
the purpose of defining rules of distinctness to arrive at a concept of novel
ty. It was true that in the preambles or in the general remarks rules of dis
tinctness had been defined with the help of significant statistical differ
ences that were generally applied to cross-fertilized plants. But in the case 
of self-fertilized plants, Mr. Simon was not sure that the classes that had to 
be observed in order to say whether one variety was different from another had 
in fact been defined in all cases. Thought should probably be devoted to that 
matter. 

46. Mr. Elena, noting his agreement with what Mr. Simon had stated, said that 
he believed that only the list of characteristics had been fixed and not the 
minimum distances. 

47. Dr. Mastenbroek declared that the members of ASSINSEL were of the op1n1on 
that the l1sts of characteristics in the Test Guidelines were not exhaustive. 
It should be possible to use, on the national level, a characteristic for dis
tinguishing between two varieties that was not listed in the Test Guidelines, 
on the condition, of course, that the new characteristic was reliable. He had 
said earlier that the members of ASSINSEL would like to have additional dis
tinguishing character is tics. He would like to stress again that for many 
crops these were urgently needed. 

48. Mr. Elena thought that the lists of characteristics were open and that it 
was for the national authorities to decide whether to use appropriate addi
tional ones. Mr. Elena went on to say that he would like, before concluding 
the discussion on the vegetatively propagated species, to give an opportunity 
to Mr. Brand, an expert from the French Office, to present a case related to 
carnations. 

49. Mr. Brand (France) said that the French Delegation had decided to present 
an example (figure 1) in respect of varieties of carnation that were vegeta
tively propagated in order to illustrate the comment made by Mr. Simon on the 
'l'est Guidelines where, effectively, principles for identifying varieties had 
been laid down but not in fact any minimum distances between levels of 
expression of characteristics. The example that had been chosen demonstrated 
the problem all the better since the setting of minimum distances was much 
more difficult in the case of quantitative characteristics than in the case of 
qualitative characteristics. 

Mr. Brand explained that three varieties of white carnation, of American 
type, were involved for which it was impossible to make a morphological dis
tinctlon when observing flowers in macroscopic state. However, if the quanti
tative characteristics of the Test Guidelines for carnation were used, and its 
qualitative character is tics, character is tics for differentiating between the 
three variet1es could be found. Characteristics in respect of which the three 
varieties appeared to be distinct had been underlined. In the case of variety 
A, the problem had been resolved quite easily in view of the fact that the 
shoulder of the styles was present whereas it was absent in the other two var
ieties. :E'rom the point of view of the philosophy, it could be said that the 
variety was distinct from the two others. However, when approaching the quan
titative characteristics it could in fact be seen that variety C could be dis
tinguished from variety B by means of three quantitative measurements also 
characterized by their standard deviation. The other problem was that no min
imum distances had been laid down for those quantitative characteristics and, 
it was therefore in fact a very subjective matter to decide that the two vari
eties were distinct. That very short example therefore illustrated the diffi
culty of laying down minimum distances for characteristics even where they 
were recognized by the UPOV Test Guidelines. 

50. Mrs. Loscher added that she had gained the general impression during the 
morning that it should perhaps be said that the Test Guidelines did in fact 
contain something on minimum distances, particularly in connection with the 
General Introduction. Indeed, those documents quite clearly stated what was 
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to be done where two varieties could be distinguished by means of a 
qualitative characteristic or where two varieties could be distinguished by 
means of a quantitative character is tic. It became rather more difficult, 
however, in the case of ornamental plants to lay down in advance the minimum 
distance as regards the characteristic of color. It was difficult to forecast 
how far a variety should differ from another variety as regards the 
characteristic of flower color. The reason was that no color chart was 
available that comprised the same distances from one example color to the 
other. If such were the case, it would be possible to lay down minimum 
distances between varieties for that characteristic. 

51. Mr. Elena thanked the various speakers for their clarifications. He pro
posed that the discussion on vegetatively propagated species should be closed 
and that the meeting should move on to discuss the problems relating to sexu
ally reproduced species, beginning with those that were self-fertilized. 

52. Mr. Merchat (ASSINSEL) said that he had prepared three examples for self
fertilized species showing that it was sometimes possible to define minimum 
distances in a fairly simple way. These examples would perhaps enable the 
discussions to progress. 

Mr. Merchat proposed as his first example the character is tic "cross sec
tion of the pod" in the case of French beans (figure 2). He referred to the 
way in which the characteristic was to be described as laid down by the guide
lines and the way that could be adopted to determine a minimum distance using 
those descriptions. 

Mr. Merchat proposed a second example concerning the color of the foliage 
in the case of peas (figure 3). He noted that in the new Test Guidelines 
there were only three categories (yellow green, medium green and blue green), 
whereas the former Test Guidelines had contained six, the additional colors 
being light green, dark green and emerald green. He explained the way in 
which a minimum distance could be determined with the aid of the six color 
notations. 

The third example that Mr. Merchat proposed for thought made use of the 
time of flowering in the case of peas and in the case of French beans (figure 
4). It concerned the characteristic "number of days from sowing to appearance 
of first flower" in respect of 10 percent of plants. He explained that a min
imum difference of one day was acceptable for distinctness in the case of peas 
whereas in the case of French beans a difference of three days at least was 
needed due to the variability of the conditions under which its flowers 
appeared. 

53. Mr. Simon wished to add a few words to what had been said by 
Mr. Merchat. It was to be seen that, in order to pass judgement on the 
identification of a variety and on the possibilities of distinguishing it, it 
was necessary to study the varieties character is tic by characteristic, and 
even state of expression by state of expression, for each of those 
characteristics. 

E'or a variety belonging to a self-fertilized plant, the expression of a 
characteristic was represented by states that could be observed within a char
acteristic. Mr. Simon gave the example of the density of an ear which may 
present a very lax state of expression, intermediary states or a very dense 
state. 

The expression of quantitative characteristics could be presented 
schematically in the form ot a histogram of the frequency of the different 
states of expression appearing in the plants observed (figure 5). That 
histogram could be evaluated, if it could be assimilated to a probability 
curve, with the aid of two parameters: the mean and the distribution in 
relation to that mean. 

That meant that when two varieties had to be compared with each other, 
the following examples could result (figures 6 to 8). Those figures could re
present the assessment of the size of the variety or varieties under examina
tion. In those figures one could see a more or less large overlap or an ab
sence of overlap between the observed distributions. Those distributions and 
their overlap were related, according to Mr. Simon, to the notion of small 
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distances (greater number of protected varieties; increased probability of 
overlap of observed distributions of states of expression of characteristics) 
and big distances (lesser number of protected varieties; reduced probability 
of overlapping of observed distributions of states of expression of 
characteristics). 

Mr. Simon felt that the problem was knowing which minimum distance had to 
be chosen to avoid making errors when the breeder had to defend the quality of 
the title he had receive6.. To facilitate discussion, Mr. Simon presented in 
tabular form (figures 9 and 10) an approach to assessing distinctness between 
varieties used in France. He explained that figure 9 represented the various 
states of expression of varieties of wheat or barley for the characteristic 
"density of the ear" from slate 1, that would be the "lax" state, up to 
state 9 the "very dense" state. Diagonally, were to be found the various 
states of expression laid down in the Test Guidelines. For each state of 
expression of the described characteristics, areas of non-distinctness had 
been established as a function of past observation and of experience that had 
been gained. For state 4, for example, minimum distances were required that 
did not take into account states 2 and 3, or 5 and 6. Those areas of non
distinctness varied depending on the species, the characteristics examined and 
the various states of expression observed within each characteristic. If a 
different characteristic were taken, that was much more variable, such as the 
coloration of the coleoptile (figure 10), it could be seen that the minimum 
distances had to be greater if one wished to distinguish with maximum 
certainty between the varieties. The question was therefore whether those 
minimum distances could be reduced or, on the contrary, they should be 
increased to guarantee the security of the owner of a title of protection. 

According to Mr. Simon, the size of the non-distinctness areas to be 
chosen in order to aecide on a line of conduct between "big distances" and 
"small distances" would appear one of the most important factors in the debate. 
Whatever the method chosen (he tended to be in favor of big distances), it was 
essential to ask the question, once the observations had been made and the 
distances noted, what degree of originality of the new material presented 
would make it possible to say that that material was located outside the field 
of scientific 'plagiarism' or ot copying; it mattered little whether the de
gree of originality of the material submitted had positive or negative aspects. 

Where the degree of originality was apparent to those responsible and to 
the national or international experts, in the absence of differentiation using 
the distances laid down, the examination of new characteristics or the taking 
into account of a range of small differences (small distances) regained impor
tance particularly where, in the last hypothesis, the sum of small differences 
could be backed up by a sophisticated identification method. 

54. Mr. Guiard (France) said that he proposed adding to what had been said by 
Mr. Simon by referring to the species maize for which the parent lines were 
dealt with in terms of distinctness, homogeneity and stability as for self
fertilizing plants. The fluctuation of certain characteristics was well known 
and it was possible in that case to define minimum distances. Two examples 
would illustrate what he was saying: 

- for the characteristic of anthocyanin coloration of the glumes of the 
cob, which was one of those given in the Test Guidelines, the minimum distance 
was extremely simple to define, that is to say whether pigmentation was 
present or absent. On the other hand, fluctuation of the intensity of 
anthocyanin coloration when present was much more important. 

- for the characteristic of the hairs on the margin of the sheath, fluc
tuation was much greater. By taking into account both that characteristic and 
the homogeneity of the expression of the characteristic in the observed sam
ple, the minimum distances obtained were much greater and could cover half of 
the scale (1 differed only from 7 and 9 differed only from 3). It was diffi
cult to consider that characteristic as an important one for distinctness. 

'l.'hose considerations concernea the parents of maize hybrids, that is to 
say material with very high howozygosis. 

In France, study of a hybrio was t.irst based on a detailed examination of 
the parents and of the hybridization formula that was used. That provided 
good knowledge of the genetic variability of the observed characteristics, 
which would be found again in the hybrid. 
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Moreover, as regards the hybrid, a description was made plant by plant as 
in the case of cross-fertilized fodder plants (cocksfoot, tall fescue). The 
data thus obtained enabled both the mean value and the standard deviation for 
each quantitative characteristic to be calculated and also the distribution of 
each qualitative characteristic over the various classes to be obtained. The 
description of the hybrid was supplemented by studying the descendence of a 
certain number of character is tics whose genetic determinism was known, as a 
function of the description of the parents, such as the anthocyanin coloration 
of the cob, for example. 

Mr. Guiard considered that it was possible to correctly define the major
ity of hybrids under examination in France. There certainly remained cases 
that were difficult to examine, simply because they concerned material with 
closely related genetic bases. He felt that in such cases, the proposals made 
by Mr. Simon at the end of his presentation should be adopted. According to 
Mr. Guiard, a possible solution was the increase of minimum distances in re
spect of the hybrid parents to ensure that problems with the hybrids became 
increasingly less important and less frequent. Indeed, it would even be pos
sible to move towards the issue of plant breeders' certificates for lines 
alone and no longer for hybrids. 

55. Mr. Simon said that it was obvious to him (but he did not know whether 
his view would be shared by everyone in the room) that if a move were made to
wards very small differences, it would be necessary to define very stringent 
rules on homogeneity. On the other hand, if the trend was towards relatively 
big differences, the approach to the question of homogeneity could probably be 
much more flexible. Mr. Simon emphasized the link between minimum distances, 
big or small distances, and the rules on homogeneity. 

Mr. Simon asked Mr. Brand to make a few observations as regards vegetable 
plants. 

56. Mr. Brand demonstrated the case of a comparison between two F1 hybrid 
varieties of tomato to illustrate the fact that, in the case of hybrids, even 
in a self-fertilized species with F1 hybrids, non-distinctness could be 
achieved by using all the characteristics in the 'I'est Guidelines, including 
the quantitative characteristics (figure 11). An examination was carried out 
in 1982 and 1983, which was unable to aistinguish between the two varieties. 
Mr. Brand wished to illustrate the impossibility of distinguishing between 
those two varieties not only on the basis of the qualitative characteristics, 
but also using quantitative character is tics (figure 12). Four trials were 
conducted, representing a total of 180 plants observed for each variety and 
210 fruits examined for each variety. when comparing the results of the 
quantitative examinations carried out, it was to be seen that the two Fl 
hybrias were difficult to distinguish by their quantitative characteristics 
and that even the setting of very low minimum distances would not solve the 
problem. Frequently, the reliability intervals of the mean values of the data 
recorded for each variety over lappea, equally for the date of flowering, the 
level of determination (that is to say the number of inflorescences at the 
time the varieties are determinea), the ratio of fruit height to diameter, the 
number of locules, length of peduncle and mean weight of fruit. In fact, the 
two F1 hybrids are of different genetic structure. The parents were not 
identical and the two F1 hybrids dealt with were therefore phenotypically 
Identical but most certainly genetically different. Under the present French 
system the impossibility of examining the parents, in the case of tomato, did 
not make it possible to protect those two materials. Had the same system been 
adoptee, as was usea in France tor maize, the result would perhaps have been 
to protect the two materials ty studying the lines and proving that they were 
different. In that case, it could be seen that even the laying down of very 
small minimum distances would not have enabled a distinction to be made 
between the two varieties although they were genetically different. 

57. Mr. Denton (COMASSO) said that he would like to ask Mr. Simon to explain 
his reference to minimum distances that were sufficient to define the "origi
nality" of a new variety. Mr. Denton wished to know whether "originality" had 
a meaning separate from that of distinctness as established by the actual test 
and whether it was in fact something of a more philosophical nature than the 
pure establishment of aifferences. 
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58. Mr. Simon replied that he had viewed it from the following example. A 
complete study was made, using the characteristics listed in the UPOV Test 
Guidelines for examination, with minimum distances for each state of 
expression of the observed character is tics. The conclusion could be reached 
that the two varieties, the new one and the standard, were not sufficiently 
distinct for each of the characteristics examined. Novelty that one was not 
able to perceive by means of the characteristics in the Test Guidelines might 
constitute an originality with regard to the existing . variety. If small 
distances were adopted, there would certainly be no great problem. However, 
if large distances were adopted, the results could well be that two varieties 
would not be distinct within the meaning of the Convention but, nevertheless, 
the novelty would be original. Mr. Simon explained that it was for that 
reason that he had put out the idea of making a further study to check whether 
the variety in question was original and worthy of being recognized as 'new' 
within the meaning of the Convention. 

59. Mr. Hutin wished to make a further comment on the basis of the 
comparative examples given by Mr. Brand as regards tomato hybrids and by 
Mr. Guiard as regards maize hybrids. Comparison between those two examples 
proved that one could reach different conclusions starting from varieties that 
gave identical phenotypical results, if one considered not the phenotypical 
aspect of the plants but their genetic structure. That was a very important 
debate since in one case, that of tomato, where only the phenotypical aspect 
had been taken into account, it had been concluded that a distinction could 
not be made between the varieties} in the case of maize, where the approach 
was a much wider one, comprising the phenotypical description and also 
recourse to genetic structures, it was possible to reach the conclusion thait 
the varieties were different. It had not to be forgotten in the technical 
examination that the descriptions that one made were closely linked and 
interacted with the place at which they were made. If no difference was 
observed at the place of examination in the case of Mr. Brand's tomato 
varieties, it meant that no conclusion could be drawn. Perhaps the differing 
genetic structure of the two hybrids could result in a completely different 
behavior of the two varieties in a different place and, therefore, although 
there was no possibility of distinguishing between the varieties at the place 
of examination, there could be an overriding interest in the second variety 
being effectively recognized as different. Mr. Hutin believed that there was 
a basic problem: that of deciding whether priority was to be given in 
assessing novelty to the phenotypical aspect of the varieties or to their 
genetic differences. That problem had never been resolved. 

60. Dr. Loden said that he also wished to raise a question concerning the 
examples given by Mr. Simon. Taking a hypothetical case, Dr. Loden had no 
problem if l to 5 was the minimum distance needed on the scale to establish 
with an adequate degree of confidence that two plants were different. He 
would have a problem, however, if there was an arbitrary decision that the 
distance had to be moved to 8 or 9 on the scale in order to make it easier to 
identify varieties, thus reducing the number of varieties that could be re
leased from the same genetic b~ckground. 

61. Mr. Simon replied that, where qualitative character is tics were examined 
one could work within a scale from l to 9, covering the full exteriorization 
of a given characteristic. As an example, Mr. Simon quoted the attitude of a 
leaf. Such an atti tuae could vary from erect to drooping and th·e varieties 
could therefore be described using a scale from l to 9, with the intermediate 
values 3, 5 and 7, and a decision could be taken within the framework of that 
scale. On the other hand, where quantitative characteristics were examined, 
such as early growth or the height of the plant, Mr. Simon shared the view of 
Dr. Loden that one should not limit oneself to an over-restrictive l to 9 or l 
to 5 scale. Above all, it was a matter of recognizing the differences between 
varieties and to determine whether it was possible without risk of error to 
distinguish between them within the meaning of the Convention. 

62. Mr. Hutin said that he went along with what Mr. Simon had just said but 
believed that there was a further fact that could reassure Dr. Loden. The 
criterion to be taken into account when laying down the minimum distances was 
that of the validity and reliability of showing up those distances, and mini
mum distances should not be manipulated to satisfy other considerations. 

63. Dr. Loden thanked Mr. Simon and Mr. Hut in for their explanations and 
assurances. 
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64. Mr. Hutin wanted to know the reactions of the non-governmental organiza
tions on the question of what should constitute the basis for judging novel
ty. was it the phenotypical structure of the varieties or was it their gene
tic structure? 

65. Mr. Kiss (ASSINSEL) replied that ASSINSEL had raised the matter in writ
ing in 1975 and had explained that it was the genetic part, the line, that was 
of prime importance for a hybrid. UPOV had given a negative reply. Mr. Kiss 
stated that he was very satisfied to note today' s considerable evolution in 
that direction. ASSINSEL had long been demanding that maize hybrids be char
acterized by lines and, principally, by the way in which they were associat
ed. The possibility of describing hybrids would be maintained, but in fact 
they were characterized by their components. In the case of maize, there were 
lines that had dominant phenotypical characteristics and, in view of the fact 
that UPOV did not examine, or did not require examination, of agronomic char
acteristics, there could be two hybrids from the same male parent, resembling 
each other from the phenotypical point of view, but whose value was totally 
different. 

66. Mr. Merchat wished to emphasize the great importance, when defining mini
mum distances, that could be assumed not only by national experts but also by 
the professional experts. He wished to associate himself with the stance tak
en in the morning by Mr. Royon, who had actually said that the professional 
experts were in a position to assist considerably in achieving progress when 
they were properly consulted. 

67. Dr. Baringer remarked in respect of the preceding statement that, in 
practice, his Office proceeded in the way that the speaker had demonstrated on 
the board. He believed that to be a good example of agreement between what 
was desired by the breeders and by the professional bodies and what could be 
done by the State authorities for the breeder and for plant variety protection. 
Secondly, he wished to make an observation on the statements made by Mr. Hutin 
and Mr. Kiss, whereby he had also to speak in that context of the legal as
pects of the Convention. His understanding of the Convention was that a new 
variety was to be given protection when it was clearly distinguishable by one 
or more important characteristics from any other variety, that was to say 
without taking into account its genetic background. That applied in his un
derstanding both for self-fertilized varieties and for hybrid and vegetatively 
reproduced varieties. For him, that was the basis for action. However, where 
a hybrid variety was initially not able to be distinguished from another hy
brid variety in its characteristics, despite the fact that the genetic back
ground was clearly different, it had to be possible in his view to find a dif
ference by using additional characteristics. The only question that arose was 
how far one should go in taking into account additional characteristics and 
also where one should find them. In his view, it was not enough however to 
know, when comparing two varieties, that the breeding formulas were different. 

68. Mr. Kiss begged to disagree with Dr. Beringer. Hybrids were composed of 
lines. If the lines were different, the hybrid had to be different. However, 
account had to be taken of the fact that in certain lines it was the morpho
logical characteristics that were dominant and, at first view, the distinct
ness could not be seen in the field. However, if it were looked for it could 
be found. What was unfortunate in the whole proceedings was that the UPOV 
rules were applied by some countries to prevent registration in the catalogue. 

69. Dr. von Pechmann said that the statement made by Dr. Beringer had been 
particularly interesting for him since there had to be awareness of the fact 
that plant variety protection constituted protection of a product; the ques
tion of how and by what process the product concerned had been manufactured 
had for that reason to remain secondary to the properties of the product it
self. The same question arose in other fields of industrial property, such as 
patents, and had therefore been very interesting for him as a parallel case. 

70. Mr. Kiss wished to emphasize that, in the case of maize, there could be 
two hybrias which resembled each other closely, from a morphological point of 
view, during vegetation, but which from an agronomic point of view were total
ly different, equally as regards yield and all the rest. However, UPOV did 
not take into account agronomic characteristics. Mr. Kiss stated that he was 
in agreement with the French proposition of no longer protecting hybrids but 
only lines. 
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71. Mr. Elena proposed that the discussion on the self-fertilized species 
should be closed. He invited Mr. Guiard to open the discussion on the cross
fertilized species. 

72. Mr. Guiard felt that for cross-fertilized varieties an example could be 
taken from the fodder plants, such as cocks foot or tall fescue. He thought 
that the various Test Guidelines that had been drawn up were sufficiently 
exact to define a certain number of minimum distances for the chosen charac
teristics. He wished to quote as an example the quantitative characteristics 
for which, in view of the mode of observation applied, a mean value and a 
standard deviation were obtained. Moreover, the probability threshold had 
been fixed at one percent. Once a quantitative characteristic had been effec
tively observed in a quantitative way, that was to say subject to measure
ments, the minimum distance was defined by the very principle of observation. 
For the qualitative characteristics observed qualitatively according to the 
scales from 1 to 9, there was a system of non-parametric tests, constituting a 
conventional tool, with a probability threshold of one percent, which also en
abled the minimum distance to be defined by the method itself. A question 
could arise in respect of quantitative characteristics when assessed qualita
tively on the 1 to 9 scale. Mr. Guiard believed that the problem had been 
fully dealt with in the document drawn up by the Office of UPOV. In such a 
case, a number of difficulties could be met when fixing the minimum dis
tances. He wished to add that that context indeed showed the importance of 
the degree of homogeneity in defining minimum distances and likewise in the 
fluctuation of characteristics. He had no specific examples to give for that 
type of characteristic but felt that it was worth a study. 

73. Mr. Duyvendak (Netherlands) said that he wished to draw attention to a 
few difficult problems of which participants might or might not be aware. 

The first difficulty he wished to mention arose because the fluctuation 
of a character was used as a measure to define a sufficient minimum distance. 
Measurement required the use of mathematics. Because mathematics were so dif
ficult, 1t was very tempting to leave that work to other people. Mr. Duyvendak 
wished to advise against doing that because even very simple methods could 
lead to some very peculiar conclusions. He gave examples of some problems he 
had encountered, and concluded that results obtained by using mathematics 
should always be treated with common sense. 

Mr. Duyvendak explained that it was the fluctuation of the character that 
ultimately defined the reliability of distinctness. So far, no other measure 
was available. Distinctness had to be clear and to be clear it had to be re
liable; therefore mathematics were needed because probability levels had to 
be defined. Probability levels were normally determined on the basis of com
parisons of measurements of plants in trial fields. Normally the fluctuation 
between replications of the whole trial field was the yardstick of what con
stituted a reliable difference. Currently, the heterogeneity of varieties, 
particularly in the cross-fertilized crops, was causing very great difficul
ties. What was happening was that the fluctuations between replications were 
getting larger and it was becoming less and less possible to distinguish vari
eties because they were not sufficiently homogeneous, even though many of the 
varieties included in a trial had previously been found, according to the com
mon definition used, to be so. Such was the case for many grasses, clovers 
and other crops and it was very difficult to explain to breeders. 
Mr. Duyvendak askea those breeders who were involved to take note of that 
problem. 

74. Mr. Brand wished to present the example of a cross-fertilized species, 
onion, both to demonstrate the limits to the use of physiological characteris
tics and the danger of setting minimum distances that were too small. 

Mr. Brand explained that a study had been made for three years of two 
onion varieties, "Hysol" and a new variety, that were of population-type gene
tic structure, that was to say comprising a great variation in phenotypical 
and morphological characteristics. The new variety had been presented as a 
selection from the "Hysol" population having a higher dry matter content. The 
examination carried out in 1981, 1982 ana 1983 had shown no distinctive char
acter is tic between those two materials over the whole of the morphological 
characteristics or other physiological characteristics such as early maturity 
or bulb conservation. All that haa been noted had been a slight difference in 
the dry matter content (figure 13). our ing the final two years, much more 
sophisticated tests had been carried out to attempt to assess the slight dif
ference in dry matter content between those two varieties (figures 14 and 15). 
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Mr. Brand felt that in view of those experimental results, one might ask 
how the minimum threshold of distinctness between two varieties, that is to 
say the minimum distance, was to be determined. It might also be asked what 
the reliability was of such a physiological characteristic for a cross
fertilized species the populations of which were subject to great variability, 
and whether one was entitled for UPOV-type studies to carry out numerous 
physiological tests demanding a very accurate evaluation in order to show up 
the difference between the two varieties. It might also be asked with what 
guarantee one could in fact use a physiological type characteristic using a 
DUS type methodology. It was certain that the difference, albeit very slight, 
in dry matter content between the two varieties effectively represented an 
improvement for the industrial user of those varieties. However, the 
difference was first very difficult to demonstrate and secondly very slight. 
The question therefore arose of the reliability of the protection of such a 
difference and whether, in the case of a dispute, the observed difference 
could be demonstrated again with a nevertheless fairly simple methodology. 

75. Mr. Elena thanked all the participants for their valuable contributions 
and closed the discussion on "minimum distances between varieties." 

76. Mr. Rigot believed that the first part of the meeting had shown the com
plexity of the problems and the usefulness of discussing them. He gave the 
chair to Mr. Heuver, Chairman of the Administrative and Legal Committee, for 
items 3 and 4 of the agenda, "International Cooperation" and "UPOV Recommenda
tions on Variety Demoninations." 

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION 

77. Mr. Heuver (Chairman of the Administrative and Legal Committee) opened 
the discussion on "International Cooperation" with the following words: 

"You have before you document IOM/I/4 in which the Office of the Union 
has summarized in an excellent way the achievements of UPOV in this field and 
in the related field of harmonization and has given a complete review of the 
possible options for the future. You are also well informed on this subject, 
since the achievements of UPOV in the field of harmonization and cooperation 
affect the daily operation of the plant variety protection system in all its 
aspects. Many of you have contributed to the work which led to some of those 
achievements. In this respect, mention should be made of the participation of 
the interested organizations in some of the sessions of the former UPOV Com
mittee of Experts on International Cooperation in Examination and of the well
established consultation procedure concerning the Test Guidelines. You are 
also well informed about the developments in this field through "Plant Variety 
Protection," the Gazette and Newsletter of UPOV. 

"The document on the table is, however, dated June 2, 1983, and since its 
drafting there have been two major events on which I should report to ensure a 
meaningful discussion. The simplest way is for me to read out extracts from 
the draft detailed report on the seventeenth ordinary session of the Council, 
which was held last month. 

"The first extract concerns a group of five countries. It reads as fol
lows: 

'The representatives of the Federal Republic of Germany, Denmark, 
France, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom had continued their 
efforts towards closer cooperation. It was now planned to intro
duce in the bilateral agreements between those States provisions to 
the effect that each of those States would automatically use the 
results of tests carried out by any other State of that group, in 
respect of the largest possible number of varieties of the largest 
possible number of species for which more than one national exami
nation structure existed. In other words, the aim was that there 
should only be one single examination for each variety. To that 
end, the examination methods were to be standardized even further. 
It was moreover envisaged that examination would be increasingly 
centralized with the services of a single member State that would 
carry out such examination on behalf of the services of all the 
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other member States participating in the cooperation arrangements, 
particularly for the species to which protection was to be extended 
in future by the States participating in the arrangements. Finally, 
work was in hand towards drawing up a standardized application form. 

'Such cooperation shoula not be limited to the protection of new 
plant varieties but should also concern the national catalogues of 
varieties approved for marketing. Once such cooperation had taken 
shape, it would be necessary to examine the conditions for partici
pation by any other interested member States of UPOV.' 

"Last, but not least, during the session, Mr. Obst, from the Commission 
of the European Communities, made the following statement to the Council: 

'The European Communities had for some years already concerned 
themselves with a number of problems that resulted from the coexis
tence at Community level of a common market for propagating materi
al and national systems of new plant variety protection leading to 
the granting of titles of protection whose effect was limited to 
the national territory of each State. That situation had recently 
led the Commission of the European Communities to make an official 
proposal to the Community Member States and to the professional or
ganizations set up at Community level. 

'The Commission of the European Communities was shortly to hold 
hearings of the Community Member States and of the professional or
ganizations, which could possibly be extended and would, in any 
event, be held in close cooperation with UPOV.' 

"The extracts which I just read out show that many developments are to be 
expected in the near future, and that the time has therefore come for an ex
change of views with the organizations representing the breeders and the grow
ers, who are the first and main beneficiaries of any progress made in the 
field of harmonization and cooperation." 

Mr. Heuver invited the representatives of the organizations to speak to 
their comments on the subject of international cooperation. He asked the re
presentative of CIOPORA to begin. 

78. Mr. Rayon explained that CIOPORA had not drawn up a document on the mat
ter of cooperation. Nevertheless, on a number of occasions, it had communi
cated to UPOV and to the various national organizations its concern as regards 
the disparities that existed between the various national legislations, par
ticularly as regards the definition of the scope of breeders' rights. It had 
likewise communicated its concern at the cost of prior examination, which it 
felt to be too high, even taking into account the provisions that had been 
elaborated over preceding years as regards the exchange of results and co
operation under bilateral agreements. Mr. Rayon stated that CIOPORA maintain
ed the observations it had felt necessary to make in the past in respect of 
these subjects. 

Mr. Rayon informed the meeting that, as regards the possibility of a 
supranational system, CIOPORA had approached the subject during various in
ternal meetings. In view of the commercial structure of its members, in view 
also of the disparities that existed between the various national legis
lations, and as reflections on the problem stood at that time, CIOPORA felt 
that if a supranational organization was to be set up it would prefer a solu
tion of the European patent (Munich Convention) type rather than a solution of 
the Community patent (Luxembourg Convention) type. 

79. Mr. Heuver then invited comments from the representative of COMASSO. 

80. Mr. Winter said that he wished, as the preceding speaker, to limit him
self to sett1ng out a small number of principles without entering into detail 
and without returning to the preparatory documents. COMASSO was grateful for 
every possibility of an exchange of ideas on the harmonization of national 
plant variety protection laws and on the creation of a uniform plant variety 
protection law with effect in a number of UPOV States. Much could be said, to 
be sure, as regards the individual provisions. The approach adopted by the 
"Group of Five," to expand the existing agreements on the conduct of variety 
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trials to constitute a centralized examination, was certainly not the wrong 
one. In this case also, however, care had to be taken to allow for the parti
cularities of species and to avoid running on headlong. It was very good that 
steps had been taken along tbe path towards the ideal solution of a single 
plant breeder's right. It was likewise good that such an objective was being 
slowly approached and, finally, it was yet again good that the intention had 
been stated to progress along this path in close cooperation with the profes
sional organizations. 

81. Mr. Heuver then invited comments from the representative of FIS. 

82. Dr. Loden saJ.O that FIS encouraged centralized testing on the basis of 
economy and as a step towards accomplishing the objective of a single applica
tion and a single grant. FIS also urged further economies in testing by the 
introduction of simplified tests for some of the smaller volume species, at 
least on a trial basis. 

83. Mr. Heuver then invited comments from the representative of ASSINSEL. 

84. Dr. Mastenbroek said that the feelings of ASSINSEL regarding internation
al cooperatJ.on were expressed in part A of the Annex to document IOM/I/4. For 
the time being, it seemed that the best possible solution would be to extend 
the existing bilateral agreements into multilateral agreements. ASSINSEL 
therefore warmly welcomed the developments outlined by Mr. Heuver. Its mem
bers were, of course, anxious to learn how such an extension would work in 
practice and to what species it would apply. They were also anxious to learn 
how quickly it would lead to a complete harmonization of testing procedures. 

85. Mr. Heuver then invited comments from the representative of AIPH. 

86. Dr. Troost said that he would like to add to the comments submitted by 
AIPH and reproduced on page 3 of the Annex to document IOM/I/10. AIPH welcom
ed every effort to increase standardization, to simplify the application forms 
and to simplify testing. Dr. Troost believed that the legal problems relating 
to such matters would also have to be discussed. It was not only a matter of 
cooperation between the authorities examining varieties and granting rights. 
For the authority of one UPOV country to have the right to grant a title that 
the authorities of the other member countries had to accept would require im
plementing provisions in the national laws. It was good that several member 
countries intended to accept the results of a single examination, but it was 
necessary to go farther. It was interesting that the European Communi ties 
were working in this field, but the world was bigger than the European Commun
ities. There were breeders and users of seeds in other countries. Dr. Troost 
thought, therefore, that such matters were not really for the European Commun
ities to deal with. If they were preparing good documentation, however, he 
thought that the international professional organizations would be quite pre
pared to go to Brussels for discussions with them. 

87. Mr. Heuver agreed with Dr. Troost that taking over test results was only 
a first step. Dr. Troost would be well aware, however, that it took a long 
time to change laws. Mr. Heuver considered that it was for that reason that 
the representatives of the five countries he had mentioned had decided to 
start in the way he had described. 

Mr. Heuver then invited a more general discussion of matters relating to 
cooperation. 

88. Mr. Winter addressed a question to the representatives of the five coun
tries that had joined together in informal cooperation. He assumed that the 
use of examination results obtained in the plant variety examination was also 
planned in respect of variety catalogues. He wondered how one was to imagine 
the arrangements, what technical implications would have to be thought of, 
whether it should take place in every case, whether it affected bilateral 
agreements or their planned expansion, and whether the use of centralized 
trial results had been considered. He regretted to have a whole bundle of 
questions to put, but believed that they were easy to answer. 

89. Mr. Heuver said that as Chairman of the Administrative and Legal Commit
tee, and someone who was also involved to some extent in the matter of cooper
ation between "the Five", he would endeavor to reply to Mr. Winter's question, 
but he would also welcome a contribution from others involved in that matter. 
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In the first place, as far as the national lists of varieties were concerned 
there were some administrative reasons, in one country at least, for not tak
ing over testing results for DUS, but it was hoped that those problems could 
be solved. In general the tests were the same as those for plant breeders' 
rights and the reference collections were the same. 

90. Mr. Fikkert (Netherlands) said that, as far as national lists of varie
ties were concerned, one had to make the distinction between the results to be 
provided and the use of those results. "The Five" had reached the point that 
the results to be provided could be results from DUS tests in relation to 
granting plant breeders' rights, or in relation to national listing. The use 
of those results was, in principle, only for granting rights, so the country 
requesting the results would do so in relation to an application for plant 
breeders' rights in that country. Such a country could, however, unilaterally 
declare that it would also use the results received for national listing 
purposes. 

91. Dr. von Pechmann spoke in that context of an individual case. It con
cerned a problematic clash of provisions. The UPOV Convention gave a practi
cal possibility, where priority was claimed, of postponing the examination 
concerned in the subsequent country of application by four years. Where the 
examination subsequently came to a negative result in the Office of initial 
application, the question arose whether there was a right, under the UPOV Con
vention, to claim postponement of examination in the country of subsequent ap
plication and reappear after four years in that country with new material. He 
would be grateful if it could be explained to him how that case would be judg
ed by UPOV. 

92. Dr. Mast was not altogether clear as to the legal basis on which 
Dr. von Pechmann wished the answer to be given to his question--according to 
the law as it currently stood, according to the plan of "the Five," according 
to the plan of the Commission of the European Communities or according to some 
other plan. Under current law, a decision was taken on each application at 
national level. Where an application was refused in one State but the variety 
had not been offered for sale or marketed in a further State, an application 
could be submitted in that further State within four years, calculated from 
the marketing of the variety in the other country, and where the remaining re
quirements for protection were fulfilled variety protection could be granted. 
That new application would be judged quite separately from the earlier appli
cationi obviously, no priority could be claimed once one year had expired af
ter the initial application. Where the result of the examination was positive, 
protection could still be granted in the second country. It was not clear 
whether problems would arise under the system of "the Five" or under any other 
future system. The basis for the current system was, however, the rule of the 
Convention under which a variety was allowed to be known in the country of ap
plication if it had not yet been marketed there at the time of the application. 
It might even have already been marketed abroad, but not for longer than four 
years. 

93. Dr. von Pechmann referred to Article 12(3) of the UPOV Convention which 
in his opinion read somewhat differently. A breeder who claimed priority un
der Article 12 ( 2) of the UPOV Convention haa available a full four years in 
the country of the subsequent application following expiry of the period of 
priority in order to submit the additional documents and the necessary materi
al required by the laws and regulations. In this he saw him the possibility 
of postponing examination for four years and the question arose whether the 
results of the trials obtained in the country of first application were also 
binding for the country of subsequent application. He wondered whether the 
Office in the country of subsequent application was obliged to base itself on 
the results obtained in the country of first application, four years earlier, 
in its decision on the application submitted to it. 

94. Mr. Kunhardt (Federal Republic of Germany) pointed out that the case re
ferred to by Dr. von Pechmann was currently pending in the Federal Republic of 
Germany. It had therefore perhaps not been quite clear what was meant and the 
reply given by Dr. Mast was of course correct under the circumstances. The 
question involved concerned a conflict between provisions and that was not 
directly reterreci to in the Conventioni indeed it was undisputed that both 
under the Convention and under national law it was possible to submit seed for 
four years. In the individual dispute referred to the question was that of 
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using examination results from another country, and that question was regulat
ed in the Federal Republic of Germany by national law. It had nothing to do 
with any agreements that might have been concluded bilaterally but rather it 
involved the interpretation of the corresponding provision that existed in 
that same law concerning adoption of examination results from another country 
and that was in conflict with the four-year time limiti such opposition did 
not exist in that form in the Convention but had to be decided in accordance 
with national law. He therefore very much doubted whether the question raised 
in the meeting by Dr. von Pechmann could usefully be discussed. It would in
deed have to be fought out at national level. 

95. Dr. von Pechmann felt that two provisions that indeed contradicted each 
other existed in that case, whereby the breeder relied on the superior law, 
namely the provision of the Convention, and would take the stance that in the 
case of conflict UPOV law would take precedence. Whether this were true was, 
in his opinion, a fundamental question of international law and he would be 
happy to hear Dr. Mast's view. 

96. Dr. Mast explained that the question whether in the case of conflict the 
provision of an international treaty or a differing provision of national law 
could be claimed, depended on the national constitutional law of the State in 
question. There were States in which the principle was that only national law 
applied and in which any international provision had to be converted to 
national law. Other States would give self-executing prov1s1ons of in
ternational treaties precedence over national law, and other States again 
would place international provisions and national statutes on the same footing 
and decide the question of precedence in accordance with the general rules of 
conflict, for instance depending on which provisions were the most recent or 
the most specific. He wondered, however, whether in the case in point there 
really existed a conflict between the UPOV Convention and the German Plant 
Variety Protection Law. He was not well enough informed on the case to be 
able to form an opinion. 

97. Mr. Fikkert said that he would like to point out that the right of prior
ity was only available in relation to an earlier application, duly filed in 
another State. The material had to be furnished to that other State. Arti
cle 12(3) of the Convention referred to additional material to be furnished. 
As far as the taking over of results was concerned, the Netherlands authori
ties would not require any additional material. They would not deal with the 
application within the period of four years referred to in Article 12(3) un
less the breeder so requested. As soon as the applicant asked them to proceed 
they would ask for relevant additional documents, but not for any additional 
material. Mr. Fikkert said that, in principle, he saw no conflict with the 
provisions of the Convention. He would like to add that the agreement would 
be arranged in such a way that exceptions were possible. The previous results 
would not always have to be taken over. There might be results that the sec
ond country would decide not to take over, for example relating to a 'variety' 
that appeared to lack homogeneity. If the breeder refined his product, Mr. 
Fikkert could imagine that the Netherlands authorities would not take over the 
negative report but would start a new cycle with a new application and the new 
material. 

98. Mr. Royon wished to raise a question which he did not intend for immedi
ate discussion but which he would like the experts to deal with during their 
subsequent meetings. It concerned the current situation where, under a bi
lateral agreement between two countries, country A carried out prior examina
tion on behalf of country B. A breeder who had submitted an application in 
both countries instituted infringement proceedings in country B and in the 
course of the seizure procedure required to seize disputed plants presumed to 
be infringing in country B since it was obviously necessary for him to be able 
to produce evidence of the infringement. The best way to provide such evi
dence was to be able to plant the infringing plants side by side with the re
ference plants. Members of CIOPORA had found themselves faced in practice by 
the difficulty of taking as reference plants those located on the territory of 
another country since there were administrative difficulties and difficulties 
in having the procedure recognized to enable the experts that had been named 
in one country to go to anoth~r country, to enable the plants located in that 
other country to be considered as valid references for the first country, 
etc. Mr. Royon felt that it was a problem faced at present by various breed
ers and which deserved the attention of UPOV's experts. 
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99. Dr. Boringer remarked that he did not in fact wish to speak on the case 
mentioned by Dr. von Pechmann but nevertheless wished to draw the attention of 
the meeting to the second sentence of Article 12(3) of the 1978 revised word
ing of the Convention. A new sentence had been added by the Diplomatic Con
ference in 1978, which read as follows: "Nevertheless, that State" (i.e. the 
State in which priority was claimed) "may require the additional documents and 
material to be furnished within an adequate period in the case where the ap
plication"--and that was the important point--"whose priority is claimed is 
rejected or withdrawn." The inclusion of that sentence was the practical con
sequence of a certain method that had been devised by a number of breeders, 
namely to apply for a variety in country A and to submit material for examina
tion in that country and then to submit a subsequent application, claiming the 
priority of the first application in country B and then to withdraw the appli
cation in country A; in such a case the variety could only be examined in 
country B after four years had passed. This would have given the breeders the 
opportunity to further improve their material, particularly as regards homoge
neity, but still to claim the priority date of the first application and thus 
obtain an advantage over their competitors. The inclusion of the sentence 
that had been quoted was intended to prevent that method being used and was in 
the long term also in the interests of the breeders themselves. 

100. Mr. Heuver asked whether there were any further comments, or whether the 
organizations all agreed with the line followed in UPOV regarding cooperation. 

101. Mr. Urselmann (ASSINSEL) said that he was not sure that he had correctly 
understood what Mr. Heuver had said earlier. He had understood that it was 
being said that a breeder did not have the right, or at least had only a weak 
right, to apply for a trial in the second country if, for one reason or anoth
er, the first application had been refused. Mr. Urselmann thought that breed
ers liked to have the freedom to apply for a new trial. He had understood 
from the additional explanation given by Mr. Fikkert that it was only in cer
tain circumstances that the breeder would have that right. Mr. Urselmann said 
that he would appreciate clarification whether breeders would have the freedom 
to apply for a new trial. 

102. Mr. Heuver believed that Mr. Fikkert 's statement had been correct. A 
breeder could always ask for a new test. If the breeder claimed that new 
facts existed, then normally in the Netherlands the authorities would agree to 
a new test. Mr. Heuver believed that the situation in the other member States 
was the same but it was a matter for each national authority to decide. Also, 
the breeder could file his first application in the country of his choice. 
The other countries party to the new bilateral agreements would wait until the 
test had been completed in the first country, where the application had been 
filed or, if the testing for the species in question was centralized, until 
that test had been completed. If the tests showed no distinctness between the 
applicant variety and other varieties and the breeder could not bring forward 
any new facts, then the authorities could not go on for years and years, try
ing again and again. 

103. Mr. Urselmann thanked Mr. Heuver for his clear explanation, which did 
not, however, satisfy him. He had not been referring to the situation where 
the testing station had to go on retesting and retesting. Taking into consid
eration the earlier discussion on minimum distances and the different thoughts 
on that matter, it woula be of the utmost importance for the plant breeders' 
rights situation that, as long as plant breeders' rights remained national in 
character, the breeder should have the right to apply for a trial to be con
ducted in the country in which he had filed the second application and to have 
that trial conducted in that country and not in the country which had con
ducted the trial in respect of the first application. 

106. Mr. Lyck (AIPH) said that he considered that UPOV was working in the 
right direction, but that it should deal rather more quickly with problems af
fecting the growers. These were not that great, but there was one to which 
UPOV should pay increasing attention. The fact that the UPOV Convention was 
based on national legislation meant that the breeder could select the coun
tries in which he wanted to have protection. That also meant that a grower in 
one country could be in a situation where he had to pay a royalty on his pro
duce if he wanted to export it and yet have to compete with produce from other 
countries where the growers did not have to pay a royalty. The problem was 
not very great at the moment, but it was increasing. Mr. Lyck thought that 
something shoula be done about it and that it should be done quickly. 
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105. Mr. Heuver thanked Mr. Lyck for raising the problem. It was not so easy 
to solve, but the authorities were aware of it. 

106. Mr. Slocock said that the initiative taken by the five countries seemed 
to him to be entirely welcome and to follow the overall policy that AIPH would 
like to encourage, namely the development of bilateral and hopefully multi
lateral arrangements between countries. In that context, he wondered whether 
there was a great deal of point in the European Communities pursuing a similar 
policy, when UPOV itself offered a much broader canvas on which to paint the 
particular picture, and whether Mr. Obst might like to comment. 

107. Mr. Obst (European Communities) explained that he held it premature to 
take a stance on the draft that had recently been submitted to its Member 
States by the Commission of the European Communities as regards some of its 
individual points and also as regards the relationship of that draft with oth
er programs. The stage at which the Commission currently found itself was 
still a very early one. The Commission was interested in inviting Member 
states and the professional organizations for consultations and to draw con
clusions from the outcome of those consultations. Only then could it be judg
ed whether that program should indeed be put in hand or not. 

108. Mr. Heuver said that the[e would be further discussions at the next ses
sion of the Administrative and Legal Committee about the possibilities for 
developing the initiative of the "Group of Five." It might, for example, be 
possible for other countries, within a short time, to join the group in a bi
lateral way. It was not just a matter of the "Group of Five" but of UPOV as a 
whole, although it was recognized that it would be very difficult for coun
tries such as Japan or New Zealand to take over the results of tests conducted 
in Europe. 

109. Dr. Troost remarked that there were five European countries thinking 
about closer, more effective cooperation. There were other members of UPOV 
that had different ways of examining varieties and they all thought that their 
way was good. He would ask that the discussions be extended to include those 
countries. 

110. Mr. Heuver replied that the member States of UPOV did work closely to
gether and kept each other well informed. It was well-known that at least one 
country followed another testing procedure in that tests were done by the 
breeders themselves. That meant that all the breeders had to have their own 
reference collections or had to cooperate, for example, with universities. 
One of the main reasons for working towards centralized tests was to reduce 
the costs of maintaining several reference collections. If breeders' organi
zations all had their own reference collections, then testing by breeders 
might be a possibility. It would be open for discussion at some future point 
in time. Mr. Heuver said that he wished to confirm, in conclusion that there 
was close cooperation with the United States of America. 

111. Mr. van Andel (CIOPORA) expressed the hope that cooperation could help 
breeders by increasing still further the range of species for which protection 
was available, and by making it possible to obtain protection in more and more 
countries. 

112. Mr. Heuver thanked Mr. van Andel for raising an important point. 
been noted. All that UPOV could do was to stimulate such developments. 
mately, the decisions rested with the national authorities. 

It had 
Ulti-

Mr. Heuver closed the discussion on international cooperation and said 
that the second and final day of the meeting would be devoted to a discussion 
on the "UPOV Recommendations on Variety Denominations". 

UPOV RECOMMENDATIONS ON VARIETY DENOMINATIONS 

113. Mr. Heuver welcomed the participants to the second day of the meeting and 
opened the discussion on the "UPOV Recommendations on Variety Denominations" 
with the following words: 
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"Cultivated plants are essential to civilization. It is important, there
fore, that a precise, stable and internationally accepted system should be 
available for their naming." I just quoted Article 1 of the International 
Code of Nomenclature for Cultivated Plants, the first edition of which was 
published in 1953. 

"But from time immemorial, groups of plants identifiable as such, or what 
we nowadays call varieties, have been given names the purpose of which was to 
identify them--or their products-- in commerce or in use. We may even assert 
that for the public at least a variety does not exist as such until it has 
been given ! ~' and this fact 1S acknowledged-oy-ArticTe6 (IT(if Of the 
UPOV Convention, which makes it a condition for the grant of protection that 
"the variety [is] given a denoulination as provided in Article 13." 

"The Convention having requested in conformity with established practice 
that varieties be given denominations, the plant variety protection system is 
bound to operate on the basis of rules ensuring that varieties are properly 
named. In this respect, rules applied only by virtue of a free assent are not 
sufficient, since the plant variety protection laws attach rights and obliga
tions to protected varieties, many of which are closely linked with~e denom
ination. One such obligation which should be mentioned in this connection is 
that any person--be it the breeder himself or a third person--who offers for 
sale or markets reproductive or vegetative propagating material of a protected 
variety must use the denomination of that variety. Incidentally, there are 
also other laws--requiring the use of the variety denomination, as for instance 
in th~ket1ng of consumption potatoes, certain fruits or other products of 
agriculture. 

"It is therefore essential that in connection with the grant of protec
tion, the plant variety protection offices approve and register only such de
nominations as meet the requirements for them to play their role throughout 
the life of the variety. 

"These requirements are outlined in Article 13 of the UPOV Convention. 
It has always been the opinion of UPOV that the outline needed to be supple
mented to ensure that, as far as possible, all member States implement that 
Article in a uniform and agreed manner. It is only by doing so that they are, 
singly and collectively, in a position to apply the requirement of Article 13 
of the Convention that the same denomination be registered in all member 
States. 

"The first step in this direction was made on October 12, 1973, when the 
Council of UPOV adopted the UPOV Guidelines for Variety Denominations. A lit
tle more than 10 years have elapsed s1nce that date. Many things have chang
ed, and many things will also change in the near future. In this respect, I 
refer you to the opening speech of the President of our Council, Mr. Rigot. 

"It should be emphasized, however, that thousands of applications for 
protection have been filed and, consequently, thousands of variety denomina
tions have been coined by breeders and registered by the offices. Globally 
speaking, the provisions of Article 13 of the UPOV Convention and the UPOV 
Guidelines for Variety Denominations have proved to be instruments ensuring in 
our opinion a smooth functioning of the plant variety protection system. In 
this connection I should also pay tribute to the good spirit which is guiding 
the largest part of the plant variety industry. Experience has nevertheless 
shown that some adjustments were desirable, both to adapt our rules to today's 
realities and to meet the needs and wishes of the various interested circles. 
This has been done, as far as Article 13 is concerned, in 1978. This is pres
ently being done as far as the Guidelines are concerned. 

"In accordance with the well-established policy of UPOV of consulting the 
interested circles whenever important--and even less important--decisions af
fecting their activities are to be taken, we are submitting to you today the 
result of our discussions, the UPOV Recommendations on variety Denominations. 

"It goes without saying that the whole exercise calls for a balance to be 
struck between the diverging interests of the various circles concerned and 
that it will be difficult--if not impossible--to give satisfaction to every
body. I need not say more about this since I would only repeat what Mr. Rigot 
so convincingly said earlier. 
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"But before opening the discuss ion it would be useful to read out the 
Basic Principles for Coining Common Names of Pest Control Chemicals and Plant 
Growth Regulators from the first draft proposal made in the framework of the 
International Organization for Standardization, which may be considered equiv
alent to the draft submitted to you in document IOM/I/5. These principles 
will show you, I hope, that the approach followed by UPOV is very far from be
ing unreasonable. They talk about common names: 

'Common name. A name given to a chemical substance to facilitate 
its unambiguous description without recourse to the systematic 
chemical name. Common names must be freely available for use in 
describing the substances for which they have been coined and shall 
not, therefore, be protectable as trade marks in respect of those 
or similar goods. 

'The purpose of a common name is to provide a short, easily pro
nounced name for a substance, the full chemical name of which is 
too complex for convenient use in science, commerce and official 
regulations. 

'The identity of a common name shall be maintained in all lan
guages, subject to necessary linguistic variations. 

'Common names shall be as short as is practicable, but shall not be 
composed only of initials and/or numerals. 

'Common names shall be distinctive in sound and spelling and shall 
be neither difficult to pronounce nor liable to confusion with 
existing names.' 

"Well, that was in the draft of the International Organization for Stan
ciardization. It sounds as if it was prepared by the UPOV Administrative and 
Legal Committee, but that is not the case. In conclusion, it is very impor
tant for the breeders, for the trade and for the growers that the different 
varieties can be recognizeo from their different names." 

Mr. Heuver invited the representatives of the organizations to speak to 
their comments on the subject of the UPOV recommendations on variety denomina
tions. He asked the representative of CIOPORA to begin. 

114. Mr. Royon referred to the comments made by CIOPORA, which were to be 
found in document IOM/I/6. Ten years earlier, UPOV had adopted the Guidelines 
for Variety Denominations following a meeting held in December 1972 to which 
most of the organizations present had been invited for consultation before 
they were drawn up. CIOPORA had made very precise and exhaustive observations 
during that meeting in December 1972 and it was a fact that practically all 
the organizations had achieved a common point of view. Their surprise had 
been considerable when they discovered that the guidelines adopted by UPOV had 
taken absolutely no account of those consultations! 

Mr. Royon felt that the representatives of the UPOV member countries 
would understand the problem facing the organizations. Ten years of practical 
experience by the government experts and also by the breeders, the profession
als, in the exercise of protection had shown the problem of finding new fancy 
trade appellations. The breeders had become ever more convinced that the sys
tem had to be as flexible as possible to take into account the needs of every
one. The needs of breeders were not always identical. For some, recognized 
practice was to use figures. That was provided for in Article 13 of the Con
vention. Other breeciers preferred to use fancy appellations alone as denomi
nations without wishing at all to add trademarks. Other breeders, on the con
trary, felt a vital need, in view of the sales and marketing systems for their 
varieties, to use the dullest possible denominations and to add the strongest 
possible trademarks to them, imitating in that way the use made of trademarks 
in the industrial field and by firms who marketed patented products under 
trademarks. 

Mr. Royon felt that everything that could be said about denominations had 
already been said. The only thing that could be added was that the practical 
experience of CIOPORA members during the past ten years had strengthened their 
point of view and that was the reason for the extreme brevity of their written 
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statement. CIOPORA felt that the Convention was sufficient unto itself. It 
was sufficiently flexible ana broad and, thanks to the 1978 revisions, suffi
ciently well adapted to the circumstances not to need the addition of restric
tions or complications. The greatest possible liberty had to be left in the 
use of denominations. Existing trade practices had also to be recognized and 
common sense applied, without wishing to regulate everything. There should be 
no requirement, as suggested by the UPOV recommendations, that denominations 
be easy to pronounce and easy to remember. One should avoid, on the contrary, 
encroaching upon a field that was totally foreign to plant breeders' rights. 
Mr. Heuver had said that a denomination was a very small thing in the world of 
new plant variety protection; indeed, it had to be left in its place and 
problems should not be created that were likely to be truly serious and con
flicts generated that everyone present could do without. 

115. Mr. Heuver then invited comments from the representative of COMASSO. 

116. Mr. Winter added that one i tern deserved particular attention. The UPOV 
recommendations on variety denominations that had been submitted were justi
fied as a whole by the fact that there was a public interest in regulating the 
matter. Reference was made in that context to the corresponding formulation 
in the preamble to the Convention. That formulation in the preamble to the 
Convention referred, however, to necessary limitations in the exercise of 
plant breeders' rights that could be required by the public interest. In his 
view, that clause was exhaustive. It was completed by Article 9 of the UPOV 
Convention. He considered it dubious to refer to public interest in an en
deavor to restrictively interpret clear provisions of the Convention or inter
pret them in a way that deformed them. He referred most particularly to the 
provision contained in Part I, Recommendation 2(2) (v), in respect of combina
tions of letters and figures. The Convention laid down quite clearly in the 
second sentence of Article 13 ( 2) that variety denominations could not consist 
solely of figures where such was not an established practice. The background 
to that provision was well known. Now, however, the recommendations that had 
been submitted proposed--at least he hoped that it was only a proposal--to re
strict a quite clear provision of the Convention under reference to public in
terest with the result that combinations of letters and figures would only be 
permissible if they were set out in a given sequence and if they were used for 
species where such was established practice. There was no justification for 
that in the text of the Convention nor, in his view, was there any other jus
tification, and his organization therefore requested that corresponding atten
tion be paid in particular to that provision and in that way account be taken 
of the needs of the industry. 

117. Mr. Heuver then invited comments from the representative of FIS. 

118. Dr. Loden said that he wished, before presenting the position of FIS, to 
restate what had been stated many times during the past seven or eight years 
by the Delegation of the United States of America, namely that the total area 
of variety denominations was not relevant to plant variety protect ion, that 
the giving of a denomination should not be a condition for the granting of 
protection and that it was regrettable that suggestions at the 1978 Diplomatic 
Conference to exclude references to denominations had not been accepted. It 
had been felt that it would be better for denominations to be administered un
der other laws and that such matters should be left to botanists and 
taxonomists. 

Dr. Loden went on to say that FIS believed, as a matter of principle, 
that the only requirement for a variety name was that it should not be mis
leading or confusing. As was pointed out in document IOM/I/8, FIS was of the 
opinion that the proposed recommendations on variety denominations would un
duly restrict the seed industry in the naming of varieties. FIS did not agree 
that the use of figures alone would be confusing or misleading. There were 
examples, particularly in the United States of America, that adequately proved 
that that had not been the case. FIS would caution that the recommendations 
on denominations should not create a situation in which, as some seedsmen had 
said, it was as difficult to obtain approval of a name as it was to breed the 
variety. If that happened, then compliance with the requirements for denomi
nations would serve as a barrier to trade and would further delay the intro
duction of new varieties. Dr. Loden said that he wished to conclude by para
phrasing his remarks with the American expression, "please don't adopt a mil
lion dollar solution for a thousana dollar problem." 
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119. Mr. Heuver then invited comments from the representative of ASSINSEL. 

120. Dr. Mastenbroek began by noting that the relevant Convention text was 
simple and br1ef, but that its application was naturally susceptible to inter
pretation. ASSINSEL considered that coordination between the UPOV member 
States had not been optimal in that respect. It was understandable therefore 
that some degree of harmonization was being sought. The result of that search 
was the new draft recommendations. Dr. Mastenbroek said that he had to inform 
UPOV that ASSINSEL was not happy about that draft. A great many recommenda
tions had been formulated. According to some, denominations that breeders 
would not dream of using would be considered acceptable; according to others, 
denominations that breeders would probably like to use would be considered un
acceptable. ASSINSEL would welcome general acceptance of combinations of let
ters and words with figures, of figures alone and also of series of denomina
tions with one or more syllables in common that indicated the identity of the 
breeder. Certain breeders considered the last-mentioned way of naming varie
ties to be attractive and of some commercial value. They were glad that they 
would be allowed to continue in that way and realized, of course, that they 
had no exclusive right to words beginning with the syllables they made use 
of. They noted, however, that it was stated in the draft recommendations that 
a denomination should not give a wrong indication as to the identity of the 
breeder. The recommendation that 'TC 15' for example, would be acceptable, 
but not '15 TC', was given in the draft recommendations without any explana
tion. ASSINSEL did not understand why both denominations would not be accep
table. As far as the addition of trademarks to variety denominations was con
cerned, ASSINSEL believed that breeders should have a degree of freedom. Af
ter all, for many species the trademark was still the only form of protection 
in many countries and breeders should have the possibility to exploit fully 
the limited protection it gave. 

Dr. Mastenbroek said in conclusion that although the draft had some good 
elements, on the whole it contained too many recommendations that would work 
out in an over-restrictive way and left too much open to varying interpreta
tions at the national level. ASSINSEL, with due respect to the effort and 
energy put in to drafting the recommendations, did not believe that they were 
a valuable step forward. ASSINSEL therefore suggested that the Guidelines of 
1973 and the text of the Convention should be maintained. 

121. Mr. Heuver then invited comments from the representative of AIPH. 

122. Dr. Troost said that AIPH, at the risk of repeating what had been said by 
the previous speakers, had some points that it wished to make. First of all, 
AIPH believed that plant breeders' rights were a good thing for agriculture 
and horticulture. AIPH represented associations of horticultural growers, and 
growers were buyers of the breeders' products. It was therefore in the inter
ests of the breeders to listen not only to the proposals from the national and 
international experts but also from their good friends to whom they had to de
liver their products. 

Dr. Troost said that AIPH wished to support the views of ASSINSEL and FIS 
that the draft recommendations were too detailed. It had noted expressly that 
the drafters had changed the word "guidelines" into "recommendations." It was 
not quite clear what the difference would be, but it seemed to be less restric
tive. That was a good development because the Guidelines, as was known, had 
not been followed by all the member countries. Even one of the "five" men
tioned the previous day had not so far followed some essential points and AIPH 
was not really unhappy about that. The new draft was more or less a letter of 
recommendation to experts, questioning to some extent their reliableness, and 
for Dr. Troost that was excessive. Some breeders' rights offices were operat
ing before UPOV was established. They were quite used to taking decisions and 
it was not really necessary to give them too much advice. In addition, the 
Convention text in itself was quite clear and, in the view of AIPH, clear 
enough. AIPH therefore requested the Committee preparing the text to revise 
what it had done and to be somewhat more modest in its recommendations. 

Dr. Troost went on to say the AIPH had stressed in its written comments 
(document IOM/I/10) that growers recognized the right of breeders to add a 
trademark to the denomination. That right was given to breeders in Article 13 
of the Convention. What AIPH was against, however, was the confusion that 
could arise between variety denominations and trademarks. AIPH believed that 
it was not generally the intention of breeders to cause confusion. It consid
ered it to be feasible, however, for breeders to make a point of informing 
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buyers, their clients, which name was the denomination and which name was the 
trademark. In the view of AIPH it was not a good thing to give emphasis to 
the trademark. There were differences between denominations and trademarks, 
but Dr. Troost did not wish to be too specific on that point. Breeders' 
rights were a protection of the property itself; trademarks were just a pro
tection for names. There was another difference; breeders' rights were valid 
for a fixed period, depending on the species, whereas trademarks could have an 
unlimited life. Instead of giving too many recommendations on variety denomi
nations, UPOV should give clear advice to the national legislators to assist 
in preventing the confusion that sometimes arose between denominations and 
trademarks. There also, AIPH would ask for general rather than over-detailed 
rules. At the end of its writ ten comments, AIPH had suggested a paragraph 
that could be added to Article l3 ( 8) of the Convention. It left it to the 
professional draftsmen in UPOV to improve the wording. 

123. Mr. Heuver then invited comments from the representative of AIPPI. 

124. Dr. von Pechmann felt it improbable that a single new point of view would 
emerge from the whole discussion. The associations had continued to insist 
for the last ten years that the very liberal wording of the Convention should 
be applied. The problem consisted in the fact that the attempt was again be
ing made with the help of recommendations to restrict that liberal wording as 
contained in Article 13 of the UPOV Convention. He wondered where justifica
tion was indeed found for so doing since it could not in fact be shown that 
serious problems would arise from that liberal practice. He could see no ser
ious problems, he could see only the difficulties of the breeders in coining 
usable variety denominations despite the guidelines or recommendations. It 
should not be forgotten that those variety denominations were aimed at special
ists and were not in fact used in relation to small children not yet in a pos
ition to make a distinction between terms. They were aimed at a profession 
that was primarily composed of agricultural specialists who increasingly 
underwent intensive professional training. When it was considered how inten
sive a professional training farmers enjoyed today, for instance in the Feder
al Republic of Germany, one had indeed to assume that they were in a position 
to distinguish between variety denominations composed of figures and letters 
and visible in their printed form. He believed that the whole matter was be
ing exaggerated and he therefore requested that the ideas that had been re
peatedly put forward by the breeders over the last ten years should at last be 
taken into account to avoid the same old subject being chewed over yet again. 

125. t-'lr. Heuver then invited comments from the representative of the Inter
national Commission for the Nomenclature of Cultivated Plants. 

126. Mr. Schneider (International Commission for the Nomenclature of Cultivat
ed Plants) said that the Commission he was representing was responsible for 
the International Code of Nomenclature for Cultivated Plants. In that Code 
rules were laid down for the formation of cultivar names. On the one hand, 
the Code helped breeders and seedsmen to find their way in matters of nomen
clature; on the other hand, the Code was there to protect users and consumers 
of varieties against names that were confusing in one way or another. 
Mr. Schneider did not believe it necessary to go into further detail since 
that had been done very clearly during the UPOV Symposium on "Nomenclature" 
the previous month. Then, Mr. Brickell, Chairman of the International Commis
sion, haa given an extensive survey of the aims and workings of the Code. He 
had made it very clear that those aims were moving very much in parallel with 
the aints of UPOV as far as the naming of cultivars was concerned. 

127. Mr. Heuver said that it was rather difficult for him to comment on all 
the reactions. He wished to stress, however, that the national authorities 
had been given the responsibility of accepting or not accepting variety denom
inations. 'I'he national authorities together had to do their best to ensure 
that, as far as possible, a variety was given the same denomination in all 
UPOV member countries. Perhaps, as had been said, the recommendations were 
too detailed in certain points, but it seemed to him that the principal thing 
that breeders were saying was that they wished to have the freedom to get on 
and do the job. Breeaers might think that they could do it easily, perhaps 
with computers, but there was a lot of other work that had to be done if the 
principle of one denomination per variety was to be maintained. The question 
had been discussed at the last meeting of the Administrative and Legal Commit
tee, but more thought was needed. It had been tentatively discussed whether, 
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for example, the country doing the centralized testing for a species could al
so be given the task of making a first screening of variety denominations. 
Efforts were already being made to set up a pilot project in that direction 
and there would be further discussions in April 1984. Mr. Heuver believed, 
however, that whatever improvements were made, recommendations would still be 
needed to help the national authorities to follow more or less the same prin
ciples. Otherwise, the whole matter had to be left completely to the breed
ers. Personally, he did not think that the national authorities would be pre
pared to go that far. 

In conclusion, Mr. Heuver said that the fundamental remarks and criti
cisms of the present system made by the organizations had been noted. They 
would be fully considered and would be brought to the attention of the Council 
of UPOV. 

128. Mr. Fikkert said that, having read and heard the arguments of the profes
sional circles, he had the impression that some of the organizations were mis
taken about the aim of the recommendations. He would like to stress that the 
recommendations were not intended as a limitation of the Convention text. 
Their sole purpose was to help to harmonize the interpretation made by several 
countries of that text. Perhaps the organizations should reconsider some of 
their arguments in the light oi the particular aim of the recommendations. 

129. Mr. Royon said that he did not agree at all with the comments made by 
Mr. Fikkert. The recommendations, or at least the guidelines currently in 
force, did not only serve the purpose of harmonization. In any event, their 
effect was limitative. The Convention excluded only figures and, moreover, 
only where they were not established practice. Since the recommendations ex
cluded combinations of letters and figures, they were more limitative than the 
Convention. Since they required that a denomination must necessarily be easy 
to pronounce and easy to remember, they were likewise much more limitative. 

Mr. Royon said that after that first comment, he would like to return to 
the general problem under discussion. CIOPORA had requested on a number of 
occasions that the system of nomenclature it had set up thirty years ago be 
officially recognized by UPOV. It had never received a reply. It would like 
to know whether that international practice was finally to be recognized or, 
if not, for what reason it was not to be recognized. Indeed, CIOPORA held 
that its sytem, which was in fact facultative and not a constraint, would give 
satisfaction, at least for its members, without having a limitative effect for 
the national Offices and tor the UPOV system. 

Mr. Royon noted that it had been said that the aim was harmonization and 
that UPOV wished at least that a denomination be identical in all the member 
countries. It was obvious that a fancy appellation was the least appropriate 
means of achieving such standardization since only in exceptional cases was a 
fancy name easy to pronounce and easy to remember in all their languages. 

Mr. Royon felt that the ~rofessional associations that were present were 
all extremely happy to have been invited for the consultation. However, if 
over the years they were forced to admit that their recommendations and their 
demands, that were justified and reasonable, were not heard, consultation was 
likely to lead to an effect diametrically opposed to that sought after. He 
wished to personally express the wish that the disputes that could arise in 
respect of applications for denominations in various countries would not be
come more numerous. That was likely to happen if the professionals were not 
listened to. 

130. Dr. Lange commented that quite a lot of what had been said had to be put 
into focus. He wished to agree with what had been said by Mr. Royon and also, 
in one respect, agree with Mr. Fikkert, namely that grounds would have to giv
en for the recommendations, and their intention would have to be stated. He 
himself, however, had not as yet understood at all the justification for 
them. It was an error to believe that the associations would demand that 
breeders be entirely free to choose variety denominations in any way they 
wished. Breeders obviously also had to respect the clear wording of the Con
vention. However, the recommenaat1ons should not in any way go beyond that 
woraing, although in many cases the impress ion was that such was happening. 
Moreover, he harbored the fear that the difficulties would not get smaller but 
indeed get bigger and that one day it would become more difficult to examine 
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the variety denomination than the variety itself. That could surely not be 
what was wanted in practice. All associations had spoken out unanimously 
against those recommendations. That fact should also indeed be respected. 

131. Mr. Fikkert considered that it was unfair, when referring to the question 
of figures, or letters ana figures, to quote in isolation that part of Arti
cle 13 ( 2) of the Convention that provided that the denomination might "not 
consist solely of figures." That provision had to be read in the context of 
the whole of Article 13. Article 13(2) began by providing that "the denomina
tion must enable the variety to be identified." That was the basis for the 
particular recommendation concerning combinations of letters and figures. 

132. Mr. Kunhardt observed that it was probably very oifficult indeed to pre
sent absolutely new points of view on that topic. Nevertheless, he wished to 
emphasize a number of points in order to explain the starting point of the 
UPOV States, which could be, at the same time, also a justification for those 
points in respect of which the States could probably not accept the proposals 
of the professional organizations. A large part of the arguments that had 
been put forward that day reflected the debates on Article 13 of the Conven
tion, both those held in respect of Article 13 of the 1961 Convention and 
those in respect of the same Article in the revised 1978 wording. In both 
discussions there had been differing views on the role to be played by variety 
denominations in the system of plant breeders' rights. In that respect, the 
concepts of the organizations had mostly not been adopted. He could indeed 
easily understand that the organizations now wished to attempt at least to 
achieve the greatest possible degree of flexibility in the application of 
Article 13 and in that way to obtain possibilities that they would have pre
ferred to have incorporated in the Convention itself. The representatives of 
the UPOV States, however, had to take into account the fact that the Conven
tion had not adopted--or at least not fully adopted--the concepts of the as
sociations. There was a further important point that had to be mentioned in 
that respect. Article 13 did not in fact contain an exhaustive catalogue of 
what was acceptable for a variety denomination and what was not acceptable. 
In particular, it contained no provision saying that everything was acceptable 
as long as it did not consist solely of figures. That had not been the inten
tion nor the principle of the Convention. He wished therefore once more to 
briefly set out the principle of variety denominations within the meaning of 
Article 13 according to the views of the UPOV States. 

To begin with, Article 13 said that a variety denomination was a generic 
designation. That term was indeed in need of interpretation. What was suit
able as a generic designation and what was not suitable as a generic designa
tion would have to be deduced. He gave an indication in that context of what 
the UPOV States understood under generic designation. A generic designation 
was the name of goods, the designation of an object. In the case of var ie
ties, such a designation of an object had to be created artifically since for 
that object, contrary to the majority of inventions in the industrial field, 
words taken from everyday language were not available. That also meant, how
ever, that a generic designation that had to be artificially created also 
needed to meet certain requirements that generic designations from everyday 
language would also normally fulfill. 

From the general context of all the provisions on variety denominations 
it emerged that the primary purpose of variety denominations was not to re
inforce plant breeders' rights. The statements made by the associations were 
therefore quite right in that respect. Variety denominations were associated 
with the variety, even after expiry of the plant breeders' rights, and had to 
serve the interests, however they might be defined, of the customer and of the 
consumer of reproductive material. That meant, however, that variety denomi
nations were not simply a means of registration as was the number of a patent, 
but that they had a different significance. The UPOV States were aware of the 
argument put forward by the associations that such a regulation, that had more 
of a public law nature, haa no place in a system of plant breeders' rights. 
However, that was the very point in which the Convention had decided otherwise 
and where a provision to protect consumers had intentionally been included in 
the Convention. The UPOV States wished to start from this fact when inter
preting the Convention and could see no possibility, at least here and now, of 
calling into question that principle of the Convention. The Administrative 
and Legal Committee had no corresponding terms of reference. 
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He understood very well that, under those circumstances, the associations 
preferred to leave as open as possible any type of interpretation of the Con
vention. That could open up for them the possibility of practice in a number 
of States corresponding to the concepts of the breeders, with which they could 
associate the hope that in such a way corresponding practice would be possible 
in some States at least or that the practice accepted in some States would 
exert an influence on other States. However, there existed at least one group 
of States, and the Federal Republic of Germany belonged to that group, that 
had an interest in preventing a trend whose aim was to level off variety 
denomination practice at its lowest point and to prevent denominations becom
ing accepted that no longer corresponded to that group's concept of a generic 
designation. Those of the UPOV States that had an interest in maintaining the 
principle, that he had just referred to, indeed saw every reason to take care 
that they applied the principle in the same way wherever possible. He could 
also conceive that, under those circumstances, a recommendation of that type 
could also offer advantages to the breeders since it would be easier for them 
to tell what type of variety denomination stood the greatest possible chances 
of being accepted by all or at least a majority of UPOV States. 

As regards the recommendations, he felt in particular that almost all of 
them could in fact pass undisputed since very frequently they clarified cer
tain important positions or requirements while representing no particular bur
den on the breeders. He could see, at most, only one recommendation that 
could lead to any degree of discussion. That was indeed the recommendation 2 
mentioned by COMASSO. However, even in the case of that recommendation, he 
considered that the reservations of the associations appeared to aim more at 
keeping open an option to remove future difficulties in the future application 
of its principles than the solution of existing difficulties. Indeed, the 
UPOV States had also gained ten years of experience so far, and although that 
experience had told them that individual problems could arise and had arisen 
for enterprises in finding variety denominations, they also saw that in the 
majority of cases, variety designations that had been found by the breeders 
had generally been acceptable. They were therefore of the opinion that the 
existing problems could indeed be solved within the framework of such recom
mendations and that those problems that had been brought forward during earli
er discussions were individual problems that could be resolved. He was think
ing particularly of the following items: in by far the greater number of 
cases it had not been necessary to formulate the variety designation in such a 
way that it had the same effect in all languages of the world. It was not the 
rule for all species that all their varieties were marketed throughout the 
world. Indeed, it very frequently occurred that given varieties were only 
marketed in a given area for which it must indeed be possible to find a gener
ally acceptable variety denomination. Moreover, the corresponding recommenda
tion clearly stated that the variety denomination did not need to have a mean
ing. That reduced considerably the probability of linguistic problems crop
ping up. Indeed, in the case of such variety denominations the question did 
not normally even arise as to whether they could be translated into another 
language. It was also stated that a trademark could be used. Where the UPOV 
States had followed developments, it would seem that so far, as a rule, under
takings had had the possibility of formulating their trademarks in such a way 
that they could fulfill their purpose as the real medium for advertising and 
that they had likewise also been in a position to find variety denominations, 
that were not necessarily effective for advertising but that satisfied their 
function of designating the variety as a generic designation. 

The UPOV States were therefore not convinced that the principle of the 
recommenaations constituted an instrument that was harmful in general to 
breeders but in fact believed that it constituted a system whose principle was 
reasonable, although possibly some problems were as yet unresolved, and that 
within the framework of such recommendations individual problems could indeed 
be discussed and most probably also solved. 

133. !vir. Royon thanked M.r. Kunhardt for his explanations since they had made 
him feel ten years' younger. Mr. Royon had the impression that nothing had 
happened in the last ten years and that the message of the professional orga
nizations had not been heard. He did not wish to return to the statement made 
by Mr. Kunhardt, except to say that CIOPORA was not at all in agreement with 
that concept. He wished to emphasize one single item. Contrary to what had 
been said by M.r. Kunhardt, trade in new plant varieties was becoming more and 
more international. Mr. Royon wished, on the other hand, to return to the 
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comment made by Mr. F'ikker t and to make a simple observation. In the text of 
the 1961 Convention, Article 13(2) had already been less restrictive than the 
1973 guidelines, but nevertheless stated: "such denomination must enable the 
new variety to be identified; in particular, it may not consist solely of 
figures." In the 1978 wording of the Convention, the words "in particular" 
had been deleted and, moreover, the following had been added: " except 
where this is an established practice for designating varieties." The provi
sion under Article 13(2) had therefore been made more flexible in two ways. 

134. Dr. Leenders noting that it had already been said that the meeting was a 
repet1tion of the consultations that had taken place in 1972, thought that the 
Records of the meetings that preceded the adoption of the 1961 Convention 
showed that the question of variety denominations had frequently been discuss
ed even at that time. Those Records were unfortunately not that complete, but 
it could be seen that the text appearing in the 1961 Convention had been in
troduced at the very last moment. 

Dr. Leenders recalled that he had pointed out during the recent Symposium 
on "Nomenclature" that part of the problem was probably caused by the fact 
that variety denominations very often had a dual function. Mr. Kunhardt had 
said that one of the functions was the identification of the variety. He had 
said that the variety denomination was not meant to be used primarily as a 
commercial name. He should know, however, that at least in the agricultural 
sector a breeder chose his variety denominations for commercial rather than 
identification purposes. Mr. Kunhardt seemed to be in favor of variety denom
inations that would not be used commercially. At any event, he had emphasized 
that the variety denomination was meant to identify and that it was generic. 
Dr. Leenders thought that the latter requirement had been in the Convention 
from the very beginning. Mr. Kunhard t had said that it was not possible to 
talk about the principles here. In Dr. Leenders' view it might not even be 
wise to do so, because if one wanted to talk about the principles it would be 
better to start with five people rather than with a hundred. He recognized 
that it was very difficult, but it was his personal conviction that it was 
necessary to examine whether the basic principles of the Convention were right. 
The present discussions were being held in the building of an organization 
that was 100 years old. The business of that organization was patents and 
trademarks. One might ask why use was not being made of its experience. It 
might well be worthwhile investigating whether there were better possibilities 
than those chosen by the authors of the Convention. Breeders had problems 
with variety denominations, even in the agricultural sector from time to 
time. All of the breeders found the proposal too complicated. Mr. Fikkert 
had emphasized that it was only a set of recommendations, but breeders had had 
some experience with the 1973 Guidelines. In some countries they had immedi
ately been transformed into national prescriptions. 

Dr. Leenders said in conclusion that he would personally welcome basic 
discussions, even on the text of the Convention itself. He recognized, of 
course, that it would have to be a long-term project. 

135. Dr. Loden said that his remarks were somewhat along the line of the broad 
philosophical point alluded to by Dr. Leenders. It had to be recognized as a 
fundamental fact that the name of a product introduced into commerce, whether 
it was a plant variety, a chemical or any other new product, could determine 
the success or failure of that product in the market place. That was a re
sponsibility that managers of businesses and enterprises were not willing to 
delegate to public servants. Plant breeders and seedsmen were aware of their 
responsibility and recognized that the variety name must not be misleading or 
confusing. They also recognized that quite often the name proposed by the 
originator was not acceptable to the authorities. Likewise, names that might 
be acceptable to the authorities might not be acceptable in the market place. 
In conclusion, if there was to be a mistake in the naming of a new product, 
then the sole right to make that mistake must belong to the introducer, whose 
future and financial well-being would be adversely affected. 

136. Mr. Heuver said that he just wished to confirm that the national authori
ties certainly agreed that it was the responsibility of the breeder to choose 
the variety denomination. The authorities did not choose denominations; they 
merely determined whether the choice made by the breeder met the requirements 
of the Convention. 
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137. Dr. Troost said that he had listened to the points of view expressed by 
the different organizations. He was very happy with the statements made by 
Mr. Kunhardt. Dr. Troost explained that he had not been in a position to at
tend the recent Symposium on "Nomenclature", but he was fully aware that UPOV 
had not star ted the question of variety denominations. That question had 
existed before the idea of plant breeders' rights developed. It had always 
been useful in agriculture and horticulture for a variety to be identified by 
a name, as was recommended in the International Code of Nomenclature for Cul
tivated Plants. He was very happy that UPOV had been able to base its work on 
that done by the botanists. He believed that AIPH had a special interest in 
variety denominations because the growers and users were entitled to a clear 
generic designation of the varieties bred and produced by the breeders. 
Dr. Troost therefore wished to repeat what AIPH had submitted in writing, 
namely that it agreed in principle to the recommendations for the verification 
of variety denominations. The recommendations were perhaps too long, but AIPH 
supported the work of the Administrative and Legal Committee and was not 
against everything that it had done. 

138. Mr. Kiss began by begging to disagree, as Chairman of the "Maize" Section 
of ASSINSEL, with the recommendations, particularly as regards the combination 
of figures and letters. He also begged to disagree with the claim made by 
Mr. Kunhardt that varieties did not circulate very much. Mr. Kiss was sorry 
to say, as far as hybrids of maize, sorghum and sunflower were concerned, that 
the same hybrids that existed in France were exported to Japan and unfortun
ately, for that country, for example, the fancy name could not be used. The 
same hybrids likewise existed in Canada, Argentina and Australia. 

139. Mr. Rayon said that CIOPORA was not opposed to the recommendations. Re
commendations intended to harmonize procedures were always welcome and could 
always make a contribution. What in fact was shocking CIOPORA in the proposed 
recommendations, as indeed in the existing guidelines, was the philosophy on 
which they were based. It considered that a dialogue was extremely difficult, 
if not impossible. 

140. Mr. Winter wished to emphasize that COMASSO in no way held work on the 
harmonization of variety designation rules to be pointless. However, the 
statement made by Mr. Kunhardt contained elements that could not be supported 
by COMASSO. That applied in particular to the grounds advanced by 
Mr. Kunhardt as justification and also for the examples that had been given. 
He wished to speak once more of recommendation 2 in which unequivocal provi
sions of the Convention had been restrictively interpreted. Mr. Kunhardt re
peatedly quoted public interest in consumer protection as a justification, as 
also the provision that the variety denomination had also to be the generic 
designation of the variety. Mr. Kunhardt had started from the assumption that 
the requirement that the variety denomination should be a generic designation 
had been established in order to protect consumers. That was not the case 
however. The fathers of the Convention had simply intended that the provision 
should clearly separate trademark law and variety protection law. 

He wished to add a further observation. In his view, the points made by 
Mr. Kunhardt would have been quite justified within a body that had to deal 
with the regulation of variety denominations in the area of rules on trade in 
seed. He wished to speak of the particular European concerns and was using 
that point as an example. Trade in seed within the European Communities was 
regulated in relative detail by Community directives. He had been surprised 
to see that each directive only stated in respect of variety denominations 
that a variety had to be designated by means of a registrable variety 
denomination. There were no recommendations or guidelines dealing with 
whether a short-stemmed rose could be designated with the name "daddy 
longlegs" or not, although he in fact found that quite amusing. He wished 
simply to give matter for thought. 

141. Dr. von Pechmann wished in fact to put just one more question. According 
to his information and his knowledge, practice in the largest member State of 
UPOV, that was to say the United States of America, was relatively liberal. 
He wished therefore to put a question to the representative of the United 
States of America and to ask him whether his country had experienced serious 
problems with that very liberal denomination practice. In that connection, it 
had also to be taken into account that two aifferent types of protection were 
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afforded in the United States of America, namely patent protection--the plant 
patent--and additionally, plant variety protection. In view of those circum
stances, it would interest him to know what experience had been gained with 
that liberal denomination practice. The answer to that question could possi
bly give valuable indications on the way in which the problem could also be 
regulated in a practicable way in the other UPOV member States. 

142. Mr. Schlosser (United States of America) said that he would be glad to 
attempt an answer to Dr. von Pechmann' s question. Mr. Schlosser would not 
characterize the practice in his country as liberal or conservative. He would 
simply say what it was and leave participants to draw their own conclusions. 
Every government, of course, had the right to choose the system that it would 
use for the registration of variety names. His Government had chosen to apply 
the International Code of Nomenclature for Cultivated Plants, rather than the 
Guidelines developed by UPOV. The system in his country was in the process of 
being established, but so far no problems had been encountered and none were 
expected. 

143. Dr. Boringer felt that he should make a comment on the statement by 
Mr. Schlosser. It had previously been said by one of the professional organi
zations that it would perhaps be preferable to leave the whole question to the 
botanists. Particular reference had been made to the botanical nomenclature. 
Mr. Schneider had also touched on that point. Mr. Schlosser had now subse
quently referred to the International Code. However, that International Code 
was much, much more restrictive than Article 13 of the UPOV Convention or than 
the recommendations, which only represented an aid to the interpretation of 
Article 13. If it were wished, therefore, that those suggestions be taken up, 
the discussions would have to be begun over again. A new discussion would 
then have to be held, starting from scratch, as to whether the good old prac
tices, that had existed for 200 or 300 years, should be incorporated in plant 
breeders' rights or whether it would not in fact be better to put up with Ar
ticle 13 as it now stood. Despite all objections and despite all the criti
cisms that had been brought forward or that had been expressed by the great 
majority of the organizations represented at the meeting, UPOV would not be 
able to dispense with such recommendations if it was going to achieve uniform 
variety denomination in the UPOV member States. 

144. Mr. Royon said that he would like to repeat his question whether UPOV 
would cons1der accepting as an international practice the system of nomencla
ture implemented by CIOPORA. 

Referring briefly to what Dr. Boringer had said, Mr. Royon wished to un
derline that CIOPORA was quite content with Article 13. It was how that Ar
ticle might be restrictively construed that made CIOPORA unhappy. It believed 
absolutely that a flexible system had to be devised, the basic principle of 
which should be that the denomination of a variety should be the same the 
world over. What had to be determined was which system was best adapted to 
reach that goal. CIOPORA had found a system which it thought to be well 
adapted. It might be that for some species its system was not the best. What 
was essential was for UPOV to be flexible and to consider the specific require
ments of the various groups of people concerned. 

145. Dr. Leenders said that he wished to support Mr. Royon's call for a flexi
ble system. 

146. Mr. Kiss wished to add one point, that was to say that he was always 
afraid of UPOV recommendations. Indeed, the national Offices interpreted them 
in a different way. He quoted as an example the fact that following a UPOV 
recommendation an article appeared in the "Moniteur belge" dealing with varie
ty denominations, in which it was said in essence that it was the competent 
service that decided whether a practice was an international practice or not. 
That meant that it was a State service that decided and that was what he was 
afraid of. 

147. Mr. Kamps (ASSINSEL) noted that the discussions so far had concerned only 
Part I of the proposed recommendations. There was also Part II, dealing with 
the procedure for exchanging information on proposed variety denominations be
tween the member States. Those rules were more or less the same as the Provi
sional Rules of Procedure for the Exchange of variety Denominations, adopted 
by the UPOV Council in 1971. In all the gazettes known to him there were 
specially marked sections for variety denominations, drawing attention to 
their importance for UPOV member States. It was his experience, however, that 
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even if a variety denomination had been accepted in one country, it often hap
pened that other countries had objections to applications for registration of 
the same denomination. Mr. Kamps strongly recommended good cooperation in 
line with Part II of the proposed recommendations. Such cooperation should 
end in a certain priority for the first application if that had been approv
ed. It should be an exception for a denomination approved by one member State 
to be refused by another. 

148. Mr. Heuver said that the national authorities were certainly aware that 
they could harmonize their procedures.. Efforts were being made to make the 
system run more smoothly and to reduce the time taken to process applications. 

Mr. Heuver then thanked the organizations for the many remarks they had 
made. Some of them were certainly things that had been said before, but some
times there was a need for repetition. The remarks made would be considered 
at the next meeting of the Administrative and Legal Committee, in April 1984. 
The aim of the recommendations was to improve harmonization between the member 
States. It was clear that the organizations were of the opinion that they 
went somewhat further. UPOV would look at them again. After reconsideration 
in April 1984, they would be submitted to the Council for approval in October 
of that year. Some of the remarks that had been made were of a fundamental 
nature and those would have to be referred to the Council. 

149. Mr. Rigot closed the meeting with the following words: 

"I think that we have arrived at the close of our discussions. · Allow me 
to express to you the great satisfaction felt by UPOV and by myself in partic
ular at the manner in which the meeting has developed and also at what it has 
taught us. We invited you in order to hear you, to listen to your ideas and 
your arguments. I must admit that, even if all our wishes have not been ful
filled, in any event we are most definitely satisfied, although of course the 
opinions of all participants did not always entirely agree and indeed each of 
us had to expect that. The statements and the discussions have been manifold, 
frank, open and in all cases polite. Everyone has been able to express his 
point of view as he wished. My conclusion would be that the meeting has been 
useful since it has cast considerable light on the matter and because it has 
taught us things for the future. 

"I would repeat what has been said by the two Chairmen of the meeting and 
of Committees that all the opinions expressed will be examined, assessed and 
weighed up. we shall attempt to extract everything that is useful for the 
general interest and for the breeders in particular. You have brought us a 
host of materials. At UPOV we have the architects who will be capable, I be
lieve, of making a judicious choice among those materials and thus build an 
edifice which, I hope, will be functional and in which, if possible, every 
breeder will find himself at ease. 

"It remains only for me to thank our guests, whose contributions have 
certainly been positive. I would also like to thank particularly the two Com
mittee Chairmen, Mr. Heuver of the Netherlands and Mr. Elena of Spain. Their 
task has not been an easy one since we did not really know how this meeting 
was going to go off and I must say that they prepared themselves ·with great 
thoroughness. They have conducted the discussions with mastery and competence 
and I can but, in your name I believe, congratulate them. I would also like 
to express my thanks to the German, French and Dutch experts who came here to 
illustrate our debates by setting out actual cases. They have shown us, I 
believe, the great difficulty of their profession and also the problems that 
exist and they have considerably enlightened the discussions. Finally, there 
has been the activity, more discreet of course, of the Secretary-General, of 
the Vice-Secretary General and of their staff. These are the people on which 
UPOV's activity is based and who contribute many elements to the discussion. 
The efficiency of their action, I believe, is equalled only by the discretion 
of their work. Finally, I would not want to forget those without whom things 
could not have been as they were, that is to say the interpreters who ever 
move with dexterity and great elegance through our technical fields and the 
maze of technical terms. I thank them also. 

"I thus close the debates and bring the meeting to an end by wishing each 
of you a very pleasant trip back to your homes. Thank you." 
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DISTINCTION BETWEEN THREE WHITE CARNATIONS 

variety A Variety B variety c 

Number of petals 70.80 ± 7.40 65.30 ± 5.70 92.90 ± 9.60 

Length of 5th internode 69.00 ± 15.40 66.50 ± 7.10 73.50 ± 7.10 

Length of leaf 134.00 ± 7.70 14 2. 50 ± 8.20 121.50 ± 22.00 

Length of calyx 30.20 ± l. 70 30.90 ± 2.10 32.80 ± 2.50 

Length of petal 51.80 ± 2.10 51.60 ± 2.60 56.90 ± 2.30 

Width of petal 32.30 ± 2.60 31.90 ± 4.20 35.60 ± 1.80 

Shape of petal type 3 type 3 type 3 

Surface of blade folded folded folded 

Shape of ovary rhomboid rhomboid rhomboid 

Shoulder of style present absent absent 

Surface of ovary ribbed ribbed ribbed 

INRA GEVES, St. Laurent du Var 
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Figure 2 (paragraph 52) 

FRENCH BEAN - PHASEOLUS VULGARIS 

CHARACTERISTIC: CROSS SECTION OF POD 

l. very narrow elliptic 

2. narrow elliptic 

3. elliptic 

4. broad elliptic 

5. cordate 

6. circular 

7. eight-shaped 

In our o12inion 

1 t 3 + 5 

1 = 2J 2 

5 differs 

7 differs 

Attention! 

.. 6 + 7 2 + 4 t 5 t 6 t 7 

3J 3 = 4J 4 6 

from all other categories 

from all other categories 

within 2 days: 2 may become 3 
3 may become 4 
4 may become 6 
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Figure 3 (paragraph 52) 

PEA: COLOR OF FOLIAGE - PISUM SATIVUM 

1. yellow green 

2. light green 

3. medium green 

4. dark green 

5. blue green 

6. emerald green 

Former Test Guidelines (1974) 6 color ratings 

Possible distinctions: 1 + 3 + 5 + 6 et 2 • 4 + 6 
1 = 2~ 2 3~ 3 = 4~ 4 = 5 

New Test Guidelines (1981) 3 color ratings 

Possible distinctions: 

0361 
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Figure 4 {paragraph 52) 
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TIME OF FLOWERING 

Difference between two species: Pea {Pisum sativum) 
{Phaseolus vulgaris) 

and French 

Characteristic: Number of days from sowing 
appearance of first flower {10% 
plants for example) 

Where work is done on lines deriving from individual plants. 

PISUM SATIVUM: 

A minimum difference of 1 day 

Bean 

to 
of 

observea in two consecutive growing seasons {or two out of three), always with 
the same sign, can be deemed a sufficient minimum distance for determining 
distinctness. 

PHASEOLUS VULGARIS: 

A minimum difference of 3 days 

observed in two consecutive growing seasons (or two out of three), always with 
the same sign, can be deemed a sufficient minimum distance for determining 
distinctness. 
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Figure 5 (paragraph 53) 
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VARIATION AND CHARACTERISTICS 

QUANTITATIVE CHARACTERISTICS - EXAMPLE FRENCH BEANS 

Study as a function of the weight of the variety "Princesse" 

0363 
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Figure 6 (paragraph 53) 

Figure 7 (paragraph 53) 

Figure 8 (paragraph 53) 
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1.10 m 

1.10 m 

1.00 m 

1, 30 m 

1.40 m 

1.50 m 
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Figure 9 (paragraph 53) 

DENSITY OF THE EAR 

1 • • 4 5 6 7 8 9· 
• 2 • • 5 6 7 B 9. 
• • 3 • • 6 7 8 9 
1 • • 4 • • ·7 8 9 
1 2 • • 5 • • B 9 
1 2 3 • • 6 • • 9 
1 2 3 4 • • 7 • • 
1 2 3 4 5 • • 8 ... 
1 2 3 4 5 6 • • 9' 

Figure 10 (paragraph 53) 
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ANTHOCYANIN COLORATION OF THE COLEOPTI'LE IN A CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT 

.. 
1 •• 456789 
• 2 • • • • 7 8 9 
• • 3 • • ••• 9· 
1 • • 4 • • • • • 
1 • • • 5 • • • • 
1 • • • • 6 • • • 
1 2 • • • • 7 • • 
1 2 • • • • • 8 • 
1 2 3 • • • • • 9 
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Figure 11 (paragraph 56) 
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DISTINCTNESS IN HYBRIDS OF TOMATO 

VARIETIES: 

GENETIC STRUCTURE: 

VARIETAL TYPE: 

DUS EXAMINATION: 

RESULTS: 

- MANILLE (breeder - Tezier) 

- 82.04 (application in France) 

- F1 hybrid 

- determinate varieties for glasshouse -
with collar rot; blotchy sensitive. 

- resistant to TMV : allele Tm22, heterozygote 

- in 1982 and 1983 
- 20 plants in glasshouse 
- 40 plants outside 

- no characteristic for distinctness 

INRA GEVES, Cavaillon 84 
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Date of flowering 

Number of inflorescences 
at determination 

Height/diameter of fruit 
2nd inflorescence 
3rd inflorescence 

Number of locules in fruit 
2nd inflorescence 
3rd inflorescence 

Length of peduncle of fruit 
2nd inflorescence 
3rd inflorescence 

Fruit weight 
in glasshouse 
outside 

Four trials with two plots: 
variety. 

IOM/I/12 
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82.04 

0.21 ± 0.40 

6.80 ± 0.60 

0.81 ± 0.03 
0.79 ± o.os 

3.25 ± 0.36 
3. 20 ± 0.32 

12.20 ± 0.60 
11.80 ± 3. 20 

123.70 ± 6.70 
116.60 ± 8.70 

g. 
g. 

0367 

MANILLE 

0.61 ± 0.60 

6.90 ± 0.80 

0.82 ± 0.03 
0.83 ± 0.04 

3.17 ± 0.36 
3.13 ± 0.42 

13.10 ± 0.80 
13.40 ± 1.90 

131.00 ± 5.30 g. 
118.20 ± 11.80 g. 

in total 180 plants and 210 fruits of each 
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Figure 13 {paragraph 74) 

VARIETIES: 

GENETIC STRUCTURE: 

VARIETAL TYPE: 

ORIGIN OF 81.03: 

DUS EXAMINATION 

DIFFICULTIES OF DISTINCTNESS BETWEEN TWO 
ONION VARIETIES FOR DRY MATTER CONTENT 

- HYSOL 

- 81.03 

POPULATION 

Common Catalogue (NL, UK) - from USA 

Application for the French National 
List 

varieties with WHITE SCALE AND SKIN with 
HIGH DRY MATTER CONTENT 

bred from in HYSOL for HIGHER DRY MATTER CONTENT 

- 1981, 1982, 1983 
- no distinctness for any of the characteristics in the 

Test Guidelines, except for dry matter content 

- trials for dry matter content that were more refined. 
were conducted in 1982 and 1983: 

1982 (Cavaillon) 

1983 (Aix en Provence) 

1983 (Cavaillon) 

- 3 plots each of 81.03 and 
HYSOL (120 bulbs per plot) 

- 3 plots each of 81.03 (1981 
seed) 

- 3 plots each of 81.03 (1983 
seed) 

- 3 plots each of HYSOL (1982 
seed) 

- 3 plots each of HYSOL (1983 
seed) 

- (280 bulbs per plot) 

- 2 plots of the same samples 
(80 bulbs per plot) 
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DRY MATTER CONTENT (I.R.): 81.03 and HYSOL in 1982 

AVERAGE OF 3 VALUES RECORDED AND STANDARD VARIATION 

16 December 22 December 19 January 

81.03 15.67 <6.45 16.06 
15. 20< =6 0.94 15.83 =Al.24 15.54< =Al.04 

1982 seed 14.73 15.21 15.02 

HYSOL <15.58 15.35 14.65 
14.84 =41.48 14.67< =~1.36 13. 9 5( = A 1. 40 

1982 seed 14.10 13.99 13.25 

- sown on March 9 in the South of France at Cavaillon 
- every value corresponds to 30 bulbs, studied by sample of 10 bulbs at each 

date 
- value in refractometric value (I.R.) 

INRA GEVES, Cavaillon 84 
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Figure No. 15 (paragraph 74) 
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DRY MATTER CONTENT (I.R.) 81.03 and HYSOL in 1983 

AVERAGE OF 3 OR 2 VALUES AND STANDARD VARIATION 

End of October Beginning of November 

<18.70 <17.90 
81.03 18.08 =A 1.24 17.80 =60.20 
1981 seed 17.46 17.70 

<18.90 <17.51 
81.03 18.31 =.01.18 17.36 =A0.30 

AIX 1981 seed 17.72 17.21 
EN PROVENCE 

<16.98 <15.63 
HYSOL 16.57 =40.82 15.43 =Ao.s9 
1982 seed 16.16 15.04 

16.58 15.94 
HYSOL 16.18< =60.80 1s . s 3< = A o . 8 2 
1983 seed i5.78 15.12 

<15.67 14.86 
81.03 15.27 =A0.80 14 . 6 s< = A o . 4 2 
1981 seed 14.87 14.44 

J..S.SS 14.40 
81.03 1s.o2< =Al.06 14.05< =(l0.70 
1983 seed 14.49 i3.70 

CAVAILLON 

13.08 13.90 
HYSOL 12. 9 7< = b 0 . 2 2 13. s s< =A o . 7 o 
1982 seed 12.86 13.20 

14.68 12.52 
HYSOL 13.90< =Al.56 12.45< =~0.14 
1983 seea l3 .12 12.38 

sown on March 22 at Aix en Provence, and on March 3 at Cavaillon, both in 
the South of France 

- every value is the average of 3 values (Aix en Provence) or 2 values 
(Cavaillon) 

- every value corresponds to 30 or 20 bulbs studied by samples of 10 bulbs 
- value in refractometric value (I.R.) 

INRA GEVES, Cavaillon 84 

[Annex follows] 
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France 

INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF THE SEED TRADE (FIS)/FEDERATION INTERNATIONALE DU 
COMMERCE DES SEMENCES (FIS)/INTERNATIONALE VEREINIGUNG DES SAATENHANDELS (FIS) 

Dr. H.H. LEENDERS, Secretary General of FIS, Chemin du Reposoir 5-7, 1260 Nyon, 
Switzerland 

Mr. J.A.C. VEGLIO, Vice Secretary General, FIS, Chemin du Reposoir 5-7, 1260 Nyon, 
Switzerland 

Mr. J. DAEMEN, American Seed Trade Association, P.O. Box 316, Johnston, Iowa, 
United States of America 

Dr. D.N. DUVICK, American Seed Trade Association, P.O. Box 85, Johnston, Iowa, 
United States of America 

Dr. H.D. LODEN, American Seed Trade Association, 147 s. Stratford Drive, Athens, 
Georgia 30605, United States of America 

Mr. J. WATSON, American Seed Trade Association, P.O. Box 316, Johnston, Iowa, 
United States of America 

IV. OFF'ICERS/BUREAU/VORSITZ 

Mr. J. RIGOT, Chairman 
Mr. J.-M. ELENA ROSSELLO, Co-Chairman for technical questions 
Mr. M. HEUVER, Co-Chairman for administrative and legal questions 
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v. OFFICE OF UPOV/BUREAU DE L'UPOV/BURO DER UPOV 

Dr. H. MAST, Vice Secretary-General 
Mr. A. HEITZ, Senior Officer 
Mr. A. WHEELER, Senior Officer 
Mr. K. SHIOYA, Associate Officer 
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